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Abstract

This thesis aims at two selected problems in the development of high-resolution au-

tomotive imaging radar: 1) The feasibility of using sub-THz for the next generation

of automotive radar; 2) The development of the physics-based image segmentation

approach on the automotive radar imagery.

The wide range of feasibility studies on the use of sub-THz frequencies for auto-

motive radar have been undertaken in the Microwave Integrated Systems Laboratory

(MISL) at the University of Birmingham, and the candidate is in charge of the included

study on the theoretical modelling and experimental verification of the attenuation

through the vehicle infrastructures which is the first part of this thesis. The importance

of this work is related to the fact that automotive radar is placed within the car infras-

tructure. Therefore, it would be a potential show-stopper in the development of this

innovation if attenuation within the car bumper or badge is prohibitively high. Both

theoretical modelling and experimental measurement are conducted by considering

the impact factors on the propagation properties of the sub-THz signal such as the

incident angle, frequency, characteristic parameters of materials, and the thicknesses of

infrastructure layers. The transmissivity of multilayered structure has been modelled

and good agreement with the results of measurements was demonstrated, so that the

developed approach can be used in further studies on propagation through car infrastruc-

ture. The published results on transmissivity and complex permittivity of automotive

paints are valuable for researchers in either field of THz technology or automotive radar.



iv

The image segmentation on automotive radar maps aims at identifying the passable

and impassable areas for path planning in autonomous driving. Contrary to traditional

radar, radar clutter is regarded as the physical meaningful information, which can

deliver valuable feature information for surface characterization, and enable the full

scene reconstruction of automotive radar maps. The proposed novel segmentation

algorithm is a hybrid method composed of pre-segmentation based on image processing

methods, and the region classification using the multivariate Gaussian distribution

(MGD) classifier developed based on the statistical distribution feature parameters of

radar returns of various areas. Moving target indication (MTI) is implemented for the

first time based on frame-to-frame context association. The end-to-end segmentation

framework is therefore achieved robustly with good segmentation performance, and

automatically without human intervention.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background of Radar System

1.1.1 Radar Fundamentals

Radar, stands for ’RAdio Detection And Ranging’, is an instrument that can be used

for detecting, ranging, locating and tracking objects [7]. Distinguishing targets from

background clutter is a prerequisite for detection, and fine resolutions in range and

angle of arrival are critical for mapping the scene by imaging radar. Various parameters

determine the resolution of radar system such as the antenna beamwidth, the signal

parameters such as pulse width/bandwidth and the pulse repetition interval, and the

sensitivity of the receiver. Radar includes major subsystems such as transmitter, antenna,

receiver and signal processor. Fig. 1.1 shows the block diagram of the typical radar

system.

The electromagnetic (EM) waves are generated by the transmitter and passed to

the duplexer which connects to the antenna to radiate into space. The duplexer is a

microwave switch utilized to isolate the signal transmission and reception when using

the same antenna for both transmitting and receiving. The antenna forms a beam that

is mechanically steered in a specific direction. Some of the reflected signals from the
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target are captured at the receive antenna and processed by the receiver. At the receiver,

the received and the local oscillator signals are mixed to generate the intermediate

frequency (IF) signal which is subsequently amplified. The detector removes the carrier

from the received signal so that the IF signal can be converted by the analog-digital

converter (A/D) for further signal processing [8].

Fig. 1.1 Block diagram of typical radar system.

The details of this block diagram vary across different radar systems as per spe-

cific applications, such as air surveillance and space surveillance, surface search and

battlefield surveillance, weather monitoring and forecasting, tracking, and guidance as

well as astronomy and geodesy. In response to the need of various use cases mentioned

above, radar systems cover a wide frequency range from a few MHz up to sub-THz.

The general categorizations of radar frequency bands are:

• HF band (3 MHz-30 MHz): over-the-horizon radar, achieves object detection in

very long range with low spatial accuracy and resolution;
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• VHF and UHF bands (30 MHz-300 MHz and 300 MHz-1000 MHz): long-range

detection, line-of-sight surveillance with low to medium resolution and accuracy,

free from weather effects;

• L-band (1 GHz-2 GHz): Long-range surveillance with medium resolution and

some weather effects;

• S-band (2 GHz-4 GHz): short-range surveillance, long-range tracking with

medium accuracy, subject to significant weather effects in snow or heavy rain;

• C-band (4 GHz-8 GHz): short-range surveillance, long-range tracking and guid-

ance with high accuracy, subject to increased weather effects in snow or medium

rain;

• X-band (8 GHz-12 GHz): long-range tracking and guidance with high accuracy

in clear weather;

• Ku-, K- and Ka- bands (12 GHz-18 GHz, 18 GHz-27 GHz and 27 GHz-40 GHz):

short range tracking and guidance;

• V-band, W-band, and mm-wave (sub-THz) band (40 GHz-75 GHz, 75 GHz-110

GHz and 110 GHz-1000 GHz): very short-range tracking and guidance.

The research work in this thesis concentrates on the frequency bands of W-band

and mm-wave (sub-THz) band, which are the frequency bands used in existing and

proposed for future automotive radar, respectively.

1.1.2 Radar Equations

Here, a brief introduction of two basic equations of radar systems is given, namely radar

range equation and receiver noise estimation equation.
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Radar Range Equation

The radar range equation predicts the maximum detection range of actual radar equip-

ment to satisfactory accuracy.

Assume that the radar signal is radiated by an isotropic radiator, which means the

energy propagates uniformly in all directions. The transmitted power is Pt , and the

signal propagates over the range of R. The power flux density, which indicates the power

incident on the interception sphere surface area with a radius of R, can be represented

as:

Su =
Pt

4πR2 (1.1)

When considering the antenna gain of the transmitter, Gt , which indicates the

focusing of the transmitted power in a particular direction, the power flux density is

then defined as:

Sg =
PtGt

4πR2 (1.2)

The target detection depends not only on the power density, but also on how much

power is reflected in the direction of the radar. The radar cross section (RCS) σ

determines the amount of reflected power from the target. The signal is re-radiated by

the target, and the power flux density distributed over the surface area at the receiver

antenna can be represented as:

Sr =
PtGtσ

(4π)2R4 (1.3)

When considering the effective aperture area of the receiver antenna, Ar, which is

related to the antenna gain of Gr and the wavelength of signal λ with the function of

Ar =
Grλ 2

4π
, we can give the general representation of the received power of the radar

system as:
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Pr =
PtGtArσ

(4π)2R4 =
PtGtGrλ

2σ

(4π)3R4 . (1.4)

The classic radar equation for calculating range R can be represented as

R = 4

√
PtGtGrλ 2σ

Pr(4π)3 (1.5)

The maximum detection range Rmax is determined by Prmin which is the minimum

power that can be detected by the receiver:

Rmax =
4

√
PtGtGrλ 2σ

Prmin(4π)3 (1.6)

Receiver Noise

The minimum received power of Prmin depends on the noise floor of the receiver, N,

which can be calculated as:

N = kT0BN f (1.7)

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant which equals to 1.38×10−23 Joule/K, T0 is the

absolute temperature of the receiver and expressed in K, B is the bandwidth, and N f

is the noise factor of the receiver. The quantity of kT0B represents the minimum input

noise power for an "ideal" receiver. The noise factor is the difference between the noise

output of the actual receiver to the noise output of an “ideal” receiver with the same

overall gain and bandwidth when the receivers are connected to matched sources at the

standard noise temperature of T0.
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1.2 Background of Automotive Radar

Radar has been widely applied as the primary automotive sensor, which is designed

to sense the surrounding environment, especially dangerous obstacles such as other

vehicles causing potential collisions [9].

Currently used automotive sensors include automotive radar, LiDAR, and camera.

The characteristics of different sensors can be discussed as follows: camera is the

typical passive sensor which utilizes sunlight and the other light sources for radiation

and gathers the emitted or reflected radiation from objects or surrounding areas. Camera

can show good object size resolution but poor accuracy of range measurement and

significant attenuation in bad weather [10]. Automotive radar and LiDAR are the active

sensors, which emit energy to scan objects and areas and then detect and measure

the radiation that is reflected or backscattered from the targets. LiDARs cover the

wavelength range from 250 nm to 2000 nm as per different applications. They have great

accuracy and fast-update rate, but suffer high cost and attenuation when propagating

in heavy fog, rain, or snow [11]. Compared with the above two sensors, automotive

radar has been identified as the most reliable driver assistance sensor, which can directly

measure the range and velocity of objects with mitigated negative influence by the

external environment [12].

Fig. 1.2 35 GHz automotive radar built by AEG-Telefunken 1974 [1].
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The story of automotive radar starts in the early 1970s, when the idea of using it

was proposed to reduce accident rates. Various frequencies were considered in the

beginning of the exploration: 35 GHz, 47 GHz, 60 GHz and 94 GHz [13–16]. Germany

introduces 77 GHz into automotive radar applications in the early 80s, which has now

become the worldwide standard frequency band for long-range automotive radars.

Additionally, the frequency band of 24 GHz is general utilized for the current

application of blind spot detection. The solutions of blind spot detection were proposed

by Dunlop Assoc in the early 70s using 16 GHz signal[14], and HE Microwave in 1995

using the 24 GHz frequency band [17]. The commercially used 24 GHz automotive

radar showed up in 1992, when the EATONVORAD CWS-System was installed in

more than 4000 buses and trucks in the US for collision warning [18]. The amount

of accidents decreased significantly after involving automotive radars based on the

estimation of safety performance after driving 900 million kilometers.

Fig. 1.3 24 GHz CWS system built by EATONVORAD, 1996 [2].

Nowadays, automotive radar becomes the key automotive sensor to assist the human

driver with increasing demands of automotive comfort and safety features in modern

vehicle manufacture [19]. Generally, automotive radar can be classified according to

the detection range as: long-range radar (LRR, 150 m), mid-range radar (MRR, 80 m)

and short-range radar (SRR, 30 m) [20]. Below we list a brief taxonomy of different

application scenarios of automotive radar.
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Fig. 1.4 Applications of automotive distance sensors [3].

The applications of LRR include:

• Adaptive cruise control (ACC) systems, which can automatically adjust the

vehicle speed to maintain distance from the vehicle ahead.

The applications of MRR include:

• Forward collision warning, which comprises a visual and audible warning that

the driver is too close to the vehicle in front.

• Blind spot detection detects the vehicles located to the driver’s rear or side.

• Back-up obstacle detection detects collision with an object behind the vehicle

or with a vehicle approaching from the side.

The applications of SRR include:

• Lane departure warning is designed to warn the driver when vehicle begins to

move out from the lane.

• Pre-safing detects instabilities caused by sudden braking or steering that would

upset the balance of a vehicle based on a series of sensors.
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Table 1.1 The characteristics of automotive radars with different range measurement
capability.

Radar Type LRR MRR SRR
Range (m) 10-250 1-100 0.15-30

Azimuthal field of view (deg.) ±15◦ ±40◦ ±80◦

Elevation field of view (deg.) ±5◦ ±5◦ ±10◦

• Parking assist

Table 1.1 shows the characteristics of automotive radars [3], and Fig. 1.4 [3, 21]

presents the diagram and the respective sensing areas of automotive radar.

In the following, we give a brief introduction to the commonly used technique of

automotive radar, namely frequency-modulation continues-wave (FMCW), and multiple

input multiple output (MIMO)-the major antenna configuration strategy.

1.2.1 Basics of FMCW

Fig. 1.5 Block diagram of FMCW radar operates at 77 GHz.

FMCW stands for "Frequency-Modulation Continues-Wave", which is a typical

radar modulation waveform applied in automotive radar. It achieves the accurate

distance and speed measurement by measuring the instant frequency difference between

transmitted and reflected signals.
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Fig. 1.6 Waveform of FMCW radar system.

The block diagram of an FMCW radar system is shown in Fig. 1.5. The FMCW

modulation pattern includes sawtooth modulation, triangular modulation, square-wave

modulation and stepped-wave modulation. Here, we would like to discuss the principle

of distance and velocity measurement based on the triangular modulation pattern, which

is shown in Fig. 1.6. The frequency of the transmitted waveform is swept linearly

with the slopes of K and −K for up- and down- chirps respectively, where K = Ft
Tt

, Ft

is the bandwidth, and Tt is the duration of a half chirp. The transmitted signal can be

represented as:

st = Atexp( jπ(2 f0t +Kt2)) (1.8)

where f0 is the carrier frequency and At is the magnitude of the transmitted power. The

received signal reflected from the target with the time delay of ∆t can be represented as:

sr = Arexp( jπ(2 f0(t +∆t)+K(t +∆t)2 +Φd)) (1.9)

where Ar is the amplitude of the received signal and Φd is the Doppler phase shift. At

the receiver, the received signal (represented as green line in Fig. 1.6) is mixed with the
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transmitted signal and the produced beat signal can be represented as:

y = AtArexp( jπ(2 f0∆t +2K∆tt +K∆t2 +Φd)) (1.10)

The term of K∆t is the extracted IF signal for distance measurement. The IF signal

is filtered by a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of fLPF which depends on the

bandwidth Ft of the radar system and determines the resolution of range measurement.

The distance R of the target can be determined as:

R =
c∆t
2

=
c∆ f
2K

(1.11)

where c is the light speed. This equation is applicable for both stationary and moving

cases.

When the target is moving, the velocity measurement can be achieved as follow. For

the triangular modulation pattern with up- and down- chirps, the IF signal of the up-chirp

can be represented as ∆ f1 = K∆t + fD, where fD = 2v f0
c is the doppler frequency shift

and v is the velocity of the target. The IF signal for the down-chirp is ∆ f2 = K∆t − fD.

The Doppler frequency shift can be calculated by the measured IF signals at the up- and

down- chirps as:

fD =
|∆ f1 −∆ f2|

2
(1.12)

and the relative velocity of the target can be further calculated as:

v =
c fD

2 f0
(1.13)
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1.2.2 Basics of MIMO

Principle of the MIMO

MIMO, which stands for "Multiple Input Multiple Output", is the key technology to

improve the angular resolution/spatial resolution of mm-wave radar. To explain the

principle of using MIMO configurations (to improve the angular resolution), we need

to start from the angle estimation basics based on phased arrays.

Fig. 1.7 Angle estimation using two RX antennas [4].

Fig. 1.7 shows a Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) radar system which has one

transmitter (TX) and two receivers (RXs) where two RXs have the distance of d. The

signal from TX is reflected by the target and detected by RX1 and RX2. The signal

received by RX2 passes a longer distance of dsin(θ) than that for the signal to RX1,

where θ is the angle of arrival of radar signal. The phased array of RX1 and RX2 can

be represented as [0,ϕ]. Here ϕ is a phase shift between RX1 and RX2 which can be

denoted as ϕ = (2π

λ
)dsin(θ) and λ is the wavelength of radar signals.

The ϕ is expected in the range of (−π,π), and the field of view (FOV) of this SIMO

system is therefore in the range of: θFOV =±sin−1( λ

2πd ). When the antenna distance

d = λ/2, the field of view reaches the maximum value of θFOV =±90deg.

The angular resolution depends on N, the number of RXs, as given in the formula

representation of θres =
λ

Ndcos(θ) . The way to improve the angular resolution is to extend

the RX phased array. The SIMO configuration of 1TX×8RX is given in Fig. 1.8 as the
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Fig. 1.8 The phased array of SIMO configuration of 1TX×8RX [4].

example, whose phased array can be represented as [0,ϕ,2ϕ,3ϕ,4ϕ,5ϕ,6ϕ,7ϕ] and

the angular resolution is four times improved compared to that with the configuration

in Fig. 1.7. The same angular resolution of 1TX×8RX SIMO configuration can be

achieved by using the 2TX×4RX MIMO configuration. The utilization of the concept

of MIMO can benefit the efficiency of improving the angular resolution.

Fig. 1.9 The phased array of MIMO configuration of 2TX×4RX [4].

The MIMO configuration of 2TX×4RX is shown in Fig. 1.9. The phase shift

sequence produced by signals from TX1 is [0,ϕ,2ϕ,3ϕ]. TX2 has a distance of 4d

with TX1 that the signal transmitted by TX2 will go through an additional path length

of 4dsin(θ). The phase shift sequence of TX2, therefore, shows the additional phase

shift of 4ϕ than the phased array of TX1, which can be represented as [4ϕ,5ϕ,6ϕ,7ϕ].

Hence, the same phase sequence is obtained between the configurations of 2TX×4RX

and 1TX×8RX, which means that by using the configuration of N TX× M RX, the

phased array in the length of N ×M can be obtained. Fig. 1.10 gives the example of
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extending MIMO 3TX×4RX configuration into a multiple dimensional virtual phased

array with the length of 12.

Fig. 1.10 Example of 2-dimensional MIMO array and corresponding virtual antenna
configuration.

Multiplexing Strategies for the MIMO Radar

The configuration of MIMO, which has multiple TX and RX antennas, requires RXs

to separate the detected signal from different TXs. Various techniques are considered

for achieving this multiplexing on MIMO, such as time division multiplexing (TDM-

MIMO) and binary phase modulation (BPM).

Fig. 1.11 Example of TDM-MIMO with two TXs.

The multiplexing method of TDM is the simplest approach and is widely used

to achieve the signal separation of multiple TXs in MIMO. TDM-MIMO scheme
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achieves the orthogonality of transmitted signals by time division. Fig. 1.11 shows

the transmitted signal sequence of TDM MIMO radar with two TXs as the example,

in which one frame consists of multiple blocks and each block has two consecutive

transmitted signals from difference TXs.

In the signal processing procedure of each RX, 2D-FFT (range-Doppler FFT) is

performed on the received signal of each pair of TX and RX for further angle estimation.

E.g. the MIMO systems of N TX× M RX produce NM 2D-FFT matrices. Each 2D-FFT

matrix corresponds to one pair of virtual antenna. The pre-detection matrix is produced

by noncoherently adding the 2D-FFT matrices, and then a detection algorithm identifies

peaks in this matrix that correspond to potential objects. For each object, the angle-FFT

is performed on the obtained peaks across these multiple 2D-FFTs to achieve the angle

of arrival estimation of that object.

Fig. 1.12 Example of spatially encoded BPM-MIMO with two TXs.

The BPM-MIMO scheme utilizes the more complete transmission capability of

radar systems than TDM-MIMO. The TX antennas are all active through the whole time

slots, and are spatial encoded using BPM to allow the transmitted signals from different

TXs to be sorted at the RXs. The example of signal transmission based on BPM-MIMO

scheme with two TXs is shown in Fig. 1.12. For each block, the combined signals of
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sa = s1 + s2 and sb = s1 − s2 are produced interactively for transmission. Then at the

RX, the signal from each TX can be calculated out using s1 =
(sa+sb)

2 and s2 =
(sa−sb)

2 .

The similar method can be extended to the MIMO systems with more TXs.

Advanced automotive radars with the functions of measuring range, angle of arrival,

and speed of the objects, as well as high frame update rate, are therefore achieved by

implementing MIMO on mm-wave sensors.

1.3 Motivations of the Research Work in the Thesis

With the development of automotive radars, the acquired information is no longer

restricted to single objects, but also extended to multiple objects, together with the

image of the driving environment. Next generation automotive radars tend to obtain

high-resolution images to show higher contrast between surfaces and clear edges of

detected objects. Researchers also shift the focus from hardware related topics to system

topics like identifying the passable regions based on automotive radar images. Research

during my Ph.D. period relates to two problems to meet these two demands: 1) the

feasibility of improving the image resolution by using sub-THz; and 2) the utilization

of full scene information of automotive radar imagery for advanced driver-assistance

systems (ADASs) and autonomous driving (AD). In this section, we would like to

discuss the motivation of the research work given in Part I and Part II, respectively.

1.3.1 Sub-THz Automotive Radar

Currently, three main frequency bands used in automotive radar applications are: 24

GHz, 76-77 GHz and the recently introduced 77-81 GHz ultra-wide band (UWB)

[22, 23]. Nevertheless, the increase of automotive radar frequency beyond the current

bands can provide benefits [24–30] due to:
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• Increase in radar image quality due to higher sensitivity to target texture; (The

higher frequency of signal means stronger diffuse reflection when radiated from

surfaces, and this is an important feature to differentiate surfaces and enable the

segmentation work in Part II.)

• Potential increase in the radar signal bandwidth leading to improvement in range

resolution;

• Reduction of antenna dimension when keeping the same angular resolution,

alternatively increase in angular resolution having the same antenna dimension;

• Reduction of spectrum occupancy issues as traditional automotive bandwidths

become more and more congested.

Therefore, radars operating in the sub-THz frequency bands are being investigated

as advanced sensing systems for future automotive sensor application [25, 31].

The THz frequency spectrum spans the frequency range between the infrared and

microwave regions, and we will define sub-THz as the frequency band between 100

GHz and 1,000 GHz (1 THz). The generally believed disadvantage of automotive

radars operating at these higher frequencies is increased atmospheric attenuation and

attenuation through radome material, including additional contamination from water,

leaves, ice etc. The attenuation due to sensor cover and contaminants is the subject

of this investigation but the latest research shows that the band around 300 GHz is

potentially applicable for LRR and definitely for MRR [32–36]. However even higher

frequencies could be effectively used as very high resolution automotive sensor for

SSR.

The feasibility of sub-THz radar for outdoor applications, such as automotive

sensor, requires detailed investigation. The study on sub-THz automotive radar in

MISL, University of Birmingham is the brand-new area in radar field. A series of

study on propagation property of sub-THz signal have been conducted in MISL, such
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as the signal attenuation through contaminated radome and atmosphere in different

weather condition [26, 31, 37]. The work shown in this thesis aims at the problem

of transmissivity through vehicle infrastructures at sub-THz. The work in Chapter

2 discusses the practical aspects of sub-THz automotive radar incorporated into the

infrastructure of a vehicle, and Chapter 3 presents work on complex permittivity (CP)

extraction of automotive paint layers.

Motivation of the Study on Transmissivity of Low-THz Radar Signal through

Vehicle Infrastructure

Typically automotive radar is installed behind the car infrastructure by main two reasons

(1) protection of the radar and (2) aesthetics of the car. [38, 39]. For instance, sensors

for autonomous cruise control (ACC), blind spot detection and rear collision warning

are often installed behind the front and rear bumper material.

Radar 
Sensor

Automotive
Bumper

Multi-layer 
automotive paint

Plastic 
substrate TX RX

Headlight 
Cover

ACC

Fig. 1.13 Layout of potential automotive radar installation.

In this research, as shown in Fig. 1.13, we postulate that the radar sensors may be

installed behind the bumper or headlight cover in the front of the vehicle. The sensor
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signal propagation loss in the path should be included into the radar equation as:

Pr =
PiGT X GRX σλ 2Lco

(4π)3R4 , (1.14)

where Lco is the miscellaneous propagation losses which includes contributions from

atmospheric propagation loss Lap, the loss due to obscurants, Lw, attenuation in the

sensor cover material, Lm, including the loss from contaminants on it, Lc, and any other

factors in the path, Loth. This total loss can be represented as:

Lco = LapLwLmLcLoth (1.15)

The atmospheric propagation attenuation Lap is influenced by humidity. According

to the reported values in previous works, even in heavy rain, attenuation at 300 GHz does

not typically exceed 10 dB/km, which will result in less than 4 dB two-way attenuation

loss in the range of 200 m. The detail information of propagation loss in weather-related

obscurants are given in works [37, 40, 41]. The parameter Lc relates to attenuation in

various contaminants on the radome such as water, ice, sand, diesel, gasoline and fallen

leaves. Attenuation due to such contaminants have been studied and can be found in

[26, 33–35, 42].

The attenuation caused by sensor covers Lm as one of the components of loss Lco is

presented and described via the transmissivity of automotive bumpers and headlight

covers. The investigation and optimization of the propagation performance of sensor

covering material at 76-81 GHz has been studied in several projects, such as the KOKON

project [20] and the Radar-on-Chip for Cars (RoCC) project [43–45]. Therefore,

conducting this new research at sub-THz frequencies is complimentary, and necessary,

for considering sub-THz radar for automotive applications. As a part of the leading

sub-THz automotive radar research in MISL group at University of Birmingham, we

are the first of studying the sensor cover attenuation at sub-THz frequency.
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The theory in this part of research is based on Fresnel’s equation and transmission

line theory, which are commonly used in electromagnetic wave analysis [46]. However,

utilizing this theory to estimate the performance of particular automotive component

materials for sub-THz automotive radar applications has not been reported before.

The main task of this part of research is to establish an experimentally verified math-

ematical model of the transmission and reflection performance of potential automotive

radar covers at sub-THz. This will be valuable to predict performance degradation and

assist the industrial design of sensor covers.

Motivation of the Study on Estimation of Complex Permittivity on Automotive

Paints at Low-THz

As stated above, automotive radars are typically installed behind bumpers, grills, and

badges of the vehicles for the styling and protection purposes, and such cover infrastruc-

ture must be designed to keep attenuation losses at minimum to avoid detrimental effect

on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The reflections from the vehicle infrastructure can also

contribute into increase of leakage signal between automotive radar TX and vehicle

components, which results in the increase of phase noise level [47]. In addition, the

multiple reflections between radar and the vehicle components may lead to an incorrect

estimation of the direction of arrival of the signal from a target [48]. The estimation

of all these problems needs the information of CP of automotive paint layers, which is

utilized for the decoration of most of the vehicle components.

The knowledge of the CP of materials, in particularly paint layers and substrate, is

crucial to evaluate impact of the radar surrounding and enclosure on sensing perfor-

mance [49, 45]. The estimations of dielectric constant of automotive paints and the

effects of attenuation and reflection caused by paint layers have been investigated at

79 GHz in [5, 6]. However, the estimation of CP values has not been done at sub-THz

frequency band before, and we are the first of considering this.
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This part of research concerns with methodology of measurement of CPs of automo-

tive paints within the wide range of frequencies from 0.14 to 1.1 THz using both Time

Domain Spectroscopy (TDS) [50] and frequency domain Vector Network Analyzer

(VNA) measurements [51–53]. The measured CPs are valuable for the modelling of

attenuation and reflection of multi-layer vehicle infrastructure as function of frequency.

1.3.2 Image Segmentation on Automotive Radar Image

The development of radar was for decades focused on reliable detection and tracking

algorithms for typical road actors such as cars and pedestrians [54]. Some elements of

classification were implemented based on the characteristics of radar returns, though it

could potentially provide wider scene information e.g. class of surface, traditionally

referred to as clutter, which was however subject to suppression. Additionally, tradi-

tional automotive radar did not possess the capabilities to effectively define, assess and

classify clutter areas.

As opposed to traditional ADASs, for AD the identification of passable areas is

the key task to achieve automated path planning and obstacle avoidance [54]. One of

the approaches to identify the passable region from the sensed data is to segment and

classify the surfaces and objects viewed by various sensors within a scene. Therefore,

radar should be able to function as “clutter mapping and surface classification” sensor.

The approach proposed in this part of research aims at image segmentation and su-

pervised classification of automotive radar images with multiple classes to be identified,

so that each pixel within the image is ultimately labelled according to a determined

class. It can be defined as a hybrid method (HM) consisting of initial edge-based

pre-segmentation using the image processing method and a subsequent classification

and region merging process on the pre-segmented regions of interest (ROI’s) based on

the statistical distribution parameters extracted from radar data. These will be used as

features in a multi-variate Gaussian distribution (MGD) based supervised classifier.
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For effective path planning, we aim to distinguish between tarmac, other transferable

surfaces and regions consisting objects. Radar scattering from specific objects and

clutters will be investigated as a function of grazing angle and resolution. Several

types of distribution functions which are physically meaningful for the kind of clutter

in the automotive environment will be investigated, and fitting errors evaluated and

compared between region classes. In the results of full segmentation, each pixel is

labelled according to its class, grouped into clusters (segments) and color coded for

reconstructed scene representation.

Based on the proposed single frame segmentation of automotive radar map, we

conduct the first study on developing an end-to-end (E2E) segmentation algorithm on

radar imagery, which is a framework without any human interventions in the whole

process. The segmentation performance has been improved and the moving targets

indication (MTI) has been achieved based on frame to frame association (F2FA).

1.4 Outline of Work and Structure of Thesis

This dissertation includes two parts of work.

In the first part, we studied the propagation property of vehicle infrastructures at sub-

THz. Chapter 2 focuses on the modelling of transmissivity and reflectivity of vehicle

infrastructures at sub-THz. The theoretical model has been experimentally verified and

is valuable for predicting the attenuation of sub-THz signals through solid mediums

with known material characteristics. Based on the fact obtained from Chapter 2 that

the automotive paint layers on vehicle infrastructures show significant influence to the

attenuation, we studied the CPs of various commercial automotive paints at sub-THz

in Chapter 3 which are also the key parameters for the modelling. At the end of each

chapter, detailed conclusions are given in the final section. The main contributions of

the first part of research are summarized in Chapter 4.
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In Part II, the E2E segmentation algorithm on automotive radar images is developed.

Chapter 5 is the initial attempt of the full scene image segmentation implementation

on automotive radar images. The radar clutter features of different area classes are

estimated, and the MGD classifier is proposed for region classification. We combined the

developed supervised region classification method with the image processing methods

to achieve the full scene reconstruction on automotive radar maps. The E2E framework

in Chapter 6 is the extended study of the method proposed in Chapter 5. F2FA is utilized

to improve the segmentation performance and achieve the function of MTI. Similar to

the structure of Part I, conclusions of the individual chapters are given at the end of

each chapter, and the main contributions of the second part of research are summarized

in Chapter 7.

Last but not least, we discuss the potential future work of this thesis in Chapter 8.
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Study on Transmissivity and

Reflectivity of Low-THz signal through

Vehicle Infrastructure.
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter is concerned with modelling of the transmissivity of Low-Terahertz waves

through automotive bumper and headlight cover material. This work is part of wider

comprehensive studies on the potential of use higher frequency bands for future au-

tomotive sensors. Theoretical models for transmissivity prediction are described, the

methodology of experimentation is discussed and experimental results are presented.

The theoretical models of reflection and transmission of different base materials which

are covered by different layers of paint are based on Fresnel theory, and the phenomena

caused by the half wavelength thickness of the medium is analyzed mathematically.

The experimental verification of the models have been undertaken at 300 GHz and 670

GHz, using 77 GHz as a reference frequency.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, the theoretical models of

transmission of multi-layer structures are determined based on Fresnel’s theory. The

transmissivity simulations of headlight-cover (one-layer structure) and bumpers (four-

layer structure) are based on this model. Also, the effect of the integer half wavelength

electrical thickness of the medium on transmissivity and reflectivity is analyzed math-

ematically. The transmissivity is simulated through bumpers with different types of

paint and the effect of various types of paint is analyzed. Section 2.3 introduces the

measurement methodology, using a reference frequency of 77 GHz, and at the Low-THz

300 GHz and 670 GHz frequencies. All the experimental results are shown in Section

2.4. The effective permittivities of the vehicle component samples are estimated using

the free space method. The measured and simulated transmissivities of automotive mate-

rials are compared and good agreement between them is obtained. The modelling in this

chapter is based on reflection and transmission coefficients for horizontal polarization,

since the polarization of the antennas used in our experiments are horizontal.
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2.2 Analytical Model

The general layout of infrastructure covering automotive sensors is shown in Fig. 1.13.

We assume that the cover is a stack of planar layers consisting of base material and

different paints, each with its own physical parameters and thickness.

When radiation strikes a surface between air and the cover, part of the signal is

absorbed, part of it is reflected, and the remaining part is transmitted through the cover

material. The ratio of the reflected power to incident power is defined as “Reflectivity”,

which indicates reflections from each interfaces inside the medium, and the fraction of

the incident power that is transmitted through the medium is defined as “Transmissivity”

which indicates the signal reduction as a result of absorption inside and reflections from

each interface [26]. The section of 2.2.1 will give the fundamental of Fresnel’s equations

which describe the reflection and transmission coefficients of electromagnetic radiation

incident on an interface between different optical media. In part 2.2.2, the transmissivity

and reflectivity for the multi-layer medium and headlight cover are simulated at 77 GHz,

300 GHz and 670 GHz. The incident angle of the microwave signal and thickness of the

medium at different frequency bands are considered as the variables of the transmissivity

and reflectivity simulation. The phenomenon of periodic changes on simulated results,

which will be shown in this section, is due to the interference between reflections from

boundaries of the media. Transmissivity through automotive bumpers with different

substrate material and various paints are investigated at 300 GHz and 670 GHz based

on the CPs of automotive paints measured by TDS.

2.2.1 Fresnel Equations

When light or electromagnetic radiation strikes the interface between two mediums with

different refractive indexes, both transmission and reflection effects may occur. The

conditions of two polarization cases are shown in Fig. 2.1. The definitions of parameters

in Fig. 2.1 are: θi is incident angle, θr is reflection angle, θt is transmission angle,
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n1 is the refractive index of medium 1 and n2 is for medium 2. Two different linear

polarization components of the incident wave, which are S polarization (presented in

Fig. 2.1(a)) and P polarization (presented in Fig. 2.1(b)), correspond to two sets of

Fresnel coefficients. In the s polarization, the electric field is normal to the incidence

plane and magnetic field is in the plane of incidence. The p polarization refers to the

opposite condition where the electric field is in the plane of incidence, and the magnetic

field in normal to the plane of incidence.

(a) S polarization (b) P polarization

Fig. 2.1 The boundary conditions when signal strikes at an interface.

The relationship between these angles is given by the law of reflection and Snell’s

law:

θi = θr (2.1)

n1sinθi = n2sinθt (2.2)

The Fresnel equations for the two polarization cases are:

rs =
η1cosθi −η2cosθt

η1cosθi +η2cosθt
, ts =

2η1cosθi

η1cosθi +η2cosθt
(2.3)

rp =
η2cosθi −η1cosθt

η2cosθi +η1cosθt
, tp =

2η1cosθi

η2cosθi +η1cosθt
(2.4)
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In which, rs and ts are the reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient of s

polarized signal, rp and tp are the reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient of

p polarized signal. η1 and η2 are the wave impedance of medium 1 and 2, which are

calculated as:

ηi =

√
jωµi

σi + jωε0εi
(2.5)

Here, ε0 = 8.854×10−12 is the permittivity of free space, µi and εi are the permeability

and relative permittivity of material, σi is the conductivity and ω is the frequency. The

Fresnel equations are the basic of the following theoretical model of transmissivity and

reflectivity of vehicle infrastructure.

2.2.2 Theoretical Model of Transmission of Multi-Layer Structure

Medium: “General Approach"

The theoretical model used to simulate transmissivity through multi-layer medium in

this study are based on Fresnel’s theory and calculation of propagation matrices in [55].

Fig. 2.2 The electric field in the propagation process through a multi-layer sample.

The propagation process through a multi-layer medium is shown in Fig. 2.2 where

for simplicity only orthogonal incidence is shown. The notation of the parameters are as

follow: E(i+), E(i−) and E
′
(i+) are the incident, reflected and transmitted electric fields.
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θi is the incident angle within each layer, defined by Snell’s law. ηi and ki are the wave

impedance and wave number in ith layer [26], ri and ti are reflection and transmission

coefficient of p polarization at interface I(i+1), which can be determined using Fresnel

equations as in Eq. 2.3 and 2.4.

Based on the reflection and transmission coefficient and the electro-physical pa-

rameters of materials, the matrix of the electric field of the transmission process of

multi-layer media is calculated by stacking the matching matrix MMMmi of each interface

and the propagation matrix MMMpi of each layer of media [56]:

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
E0+

E0−

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣= MMMm0 ×MMMp1 ×MMMm1...MMMpn ×MMMmn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
E

′
n+

0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1,1 A1,2

A2,1 A2,2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
E

′
n+

0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.6)

Here matching matrix MMMmi and propagation matrix MMMpi are denoted as:

MMMmi =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 ri

ri 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.7)

MMMpi =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
e jk1l1 0

0 e− jk1l1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.8)

and Ai, j represents the elements of the transmission matrix. The transmissivity and

reflectivity are represented as:

T =

∣∣∣∣∣E
′
n+

E ′
0+

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

∣∣∣∣ 1
A1,1

∣∣∣∣2 ,Γ =

∣∣∣∣E0−
E0+

∣∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣A2,1

A1,1

∣∣∣∣2 (2.9)

The model for the transmissivity through the automotive bumper is therefore based

on general N-layer structure transmission matrix.
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In a practical application, the radar signal propagates in a round trip and through

the automotive components from both surfaces. For example, when a radar is installed

behind the bumper, the signal will propagate from the plastic substrate to paint layer

(forward path) for the first path and then from the paint layer to substrate (return path)

when reflected back. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the relationship between

the transmissivity of both cases theoretically.

The parameters without prime (θi,ri, ti) refer to “forward path” and parameters

with prime (θ
′
i ,r

′
i, t

′
i) refer to “return path”. According to Snell’s law, ray angles of

each interface are only determined by the refractive indices of two adjacent media.

For non-magnetic materials, ray angles θ
′
0, ...,θ

′
n+1 in the return path will be equal to

the angles θn+1, ...,θ0 in the forward path. Similar as the reflection and transmission

coefficients of "forward path" which are presented in Eq. 2.3 and 2.4, the coefficients in

return path are denoted as:

r
′
i =

ηn−icosθn+1−i −ηn+1−icosθn−i

ηn−icosθn+1 +ηn+1cosθn−i
, t i

i =
2ηn−icosθn+1−i

ηn−icosθn+1−i +ηn+1cosθn−i
(2.10)

Therefore, comparing with reflection and transmission coefficient for forward path, we

can obtain the equal relationships: r
′
i =−rn−i and ∏

n
i=0 ti = ∏

n
i=0 t

′
i . The propagation

matrix of both forward path and return path for three-layer structure can be represented

as Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12:

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
E0+

E0−

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣=
1

t0t1t2t3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 r0

r0 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣×
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
e jϕ1 0

0 e− jϕ1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣×
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 r1

r1 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ...×∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
e jϕ3 0

0 e− jϕ3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣×
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 r3

r3 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
E

′
3+

0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1,1 A1,2

A2,1 A2,2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
E

′
3+

0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.11)
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∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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(2.12)

Here, ϕi = kilicosθi. After extending the propagation matrix (Eq. 2.11 and 2.12), the

transmissivity equation for both two cases (T and T
′
are the transmissivity for forward

and return path respectively) are the same as shown in Eq. 2.13 below:

T = T
′
=

∣∣∣∣AB
∣∣∣∣2 (2.13)

where A= t0t1t2t3e− jϕ1e− jϕ2e− jϕ3 , B= 1+r0r1e− j2ϕ1 +r1r2e− j2ϕ2 +r0r2e− j2ϕ1e− j2ϕ2 +

r2r3e− j2ϕ3 +r0r1r2r3e− j2ϕ1e− j2ϕ3 +r1r3e− j2ϕ2e− j2ϕ3 +r0r3e− j2ϕ1e− j2ϕ2e− j2ϕ3 . There-

fore, we can draw the conclusion that when a signal travels through the multi-layer

sample in two opposite directions, the transmissivities are the same, the transmissivity

value in a round trip can be obtained directly by just doubling transmissivity of one way

through the medium. Hence all the results obtained in this study are directly applicable

for radar scenario, i.e. two-way propagation.

2.2.3 Modeling Results of the Transmissivity Through Headlight-

Cover: Single Layer Case

Headlight covers of vehicles are made of various materials of which polycarbonate (PC)

is currently the most common one. The simulated transmissivity through a headlight-

cover based on the one-layer propagation matrices model is presented in this section.

The values of PC material at 77 GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz were obtained in [57–59]

and are summarized in Table. 2.1. The imaginary part of refractive index is calculated

using the measured absorption coefficient of PC material as described in [58, 59].
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Table 2.1 Ranges of the relative permittivity of PC at 77 GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz.

Frequency 77 GHz 300 GHz 670 GHz

ε
′

2.98-3.59 2.55-2.99 2.5-3.1

ε
′′

0.02-0.053 0.039-0.052 0.058-0.066

The transmissivity (Fig. 2.3) and reflectivity (Fig. 2.4) of PC as a function of incident

angle and the thickness of the medium are simulated for all the three frequencies. Error

bars represent the uncertainty of transmissivity in the range of permittivity of PC as

shown in Table 2.1. The actual thickness of headlight-cover sample cut from the vehicle

is 3.2 mm, which is used as the thickness parameter when simulating transmissivity and

reflectivity as a function of incident angle. Transmissivity and reflectivity as function of

thickness are simulated for 0◦ incidence.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.3 Simulated transmissivity as a function of incident angle (a) and thickness (b) at
77 GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz.

Fig. 2.3(a) illustrates that the simulated transmissivity through the headlight-cover at

normal incidence is at approximately -0.6 dB, -3 dB and -8 dB at 77 GHz, 300 GHz and

670 GHz, respectively. At incident angles of ±60◦, the transmissivity is decreased by 4

dB, 2 dB and 3 dB at 77 GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz respectively. Fig. 2.3(b) shows

how transmissivity changes with thickness. For example, transmissivity decreases about
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-2 dB, -5 dB and -14 dB when the thickness increases from 0.1 mm to 6 mm at 77 GHz,

300 GHz and 670 GHz, respectively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.4 Simulated reflectivity as a function of incident angle (a) and thickness (b) at 77
GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz.

Simulated values of transmissivity indicate periodic oscillations with amplitudes

getting smaller with increase of frequency and/or thickness. Simulated reflectivity in

Fig. 2.4(b) shows similar trend where the depth of amplitude minima decreases with

increased thickness.

Such oscillations relates to the changing ratios of half wavelength and thickness

of the propagation layer as explained below. Let us consider idealized and realistic

scenarios of interference of two reflected waves from two interfaces of a single layer

with the thickness equal to integer multiple of λ0/(2n) (n is the refractive index of the

medium, λ0 is the wavelength in vacuum) as shown in Fig. 2.5, where signal 1 (solid

line) and signal 2 (dashed line) correspond to the reflected signals from the first and

second interfaces. In the ideal case (no attenuation inside the layer), they entirely cancel

each other. The power of the reflected signal is zero this case and transmissivity shows

a maximum value. However, in the realistic case the reflected signal 2 from the second

boundary cannot totally cancel out the reflected signal from the first interface due to

the attenuation inside the medium. Therefore, when the attenuation in the medium

increases with increase of frequency, the amplitude of interference signal is bigger,
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indicating incomplete cancellation. Therefore, at the values of thickness corresponding

to multiples of the half-wavelength the reflectivity will have reduced depth of the nulls

with the increase of frequency.

Fig. 2.5 Illustration of the interference between the signals reflected by both boundaries
of the medium of thickness equal to integer multiple of the half-wavelength.

To prove this phenomenon mathematically, we can simplify the transmissivity

equation for one-layer medium Eq. 2.9 as in Eq. 2.14:

T =

∣∣∣∣ t0t1e− jk1l1

1+ r0r1e−2 jk1l1

∣∣∣∣2
=

∣∣∣∣ 2η1η0

(η2
1 +η2

0 ) jsin(k1l1)+2η1η0cos(k1l1)

∣∣∣∣2
(2.14)

where η0 and η1 are intrinsic impedances of wave in the medium and free space,

respectively. They are defined as ηi =
√

jωµi
δi+ jωε0εi

, in which µ0 = 4π × 10−7, ε0 =

8.854×10−12 for free space and µ1 and ε1 are the permeability and relative permittivity

of material, δi is the conductivity and ω is the frequency.

2.2.4 Modeling Results of the Transmissivity Through Bumper.

Multi-Layer Case

Typically, modern bumpers are composed of three main elements: fascia, energy

absorber and bumper beam [60, 61]. In this research, only the outside bumper fascia
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is considered as an obstacle for the radar signal propagation, which consists of the

plastic substrate and paint layers. The layer structure of bumper and the thickness range

for each layer are shown in Fig. 2.6. The materials of the substrate were reported

to be Polypropylene (PP) and PC/Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) in [38] and [5],

respectively. The plastic substrate is usually made of a combination of thermoplastic

polymer, carbon black and talc. The CP of substrate layer depends on the composition

of materials.

Fig. 2.6 Sketch of four-layer bumper and the range of the thickness for each layer.

Three kinds of automotive paints commonly used in vehicles: solid paint, metallic

paint and pearlescent paint. Generally, automotive paints include primer, basecoat and

clear coat. The primer layer ensures better adhesion of paint, the base coat layer is for

color application and clear coat layer is used for protecting the paint from scratches and

bad weather.

The bumper samples used in this experiment cut from vehicle components which

were provided by Jaguar Land Rover (JLR). Three automotive bumper samples with

white solid paint, gold metallic paint and red pearlescent paint are shown in Fig. 2.7 as

the example.

In this analytical section, we would like to understand the attenuation effects caused

by various paint layers. To ensure that the only variable in this analysis is the paint layer,

the substrate material is assumed to be PC, which is a commonly used vehicle plastic.

The simulation structure consists of four layers: the substrate and the paint layers of
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primer, basecoat and clear coat. The permittivity parameters of PC are shown in Table

2.1.

Fig. 2.7 Automotive bumpers with solid paint, metallic paint and pearlescent paint used
for the experiments.

Table 2.2 CP of materials used in simulation (εr/εi).

Material 77 GHz 300 GHz 670 GHz Thickness

Plastic substrate 2.98/0.1 2.75/0.045 2.8/0.062 4 mm

Primer 9/0.06 5.29/0.08 5.15/0.12 25 µm

Clear coat 3.5/0.1 2/0.07 2.7/0.09 40 µm

Solid base coat 9.99/0.907 3.07/0.1 2.99/0.14 50 µm

Metallic base coat 5.99/1.609 4.94/0.2 5.14/0.6 50 µm

Pearlescent base coat 3.22/0.007 2.77/0.12 2.65/0.06 50 µm

The permittivity values of primer, base coat, and clear coat used in transmissivity

and reflectivity simulation are presented in Table 2.2. The 77 GHz values are obtained

from previous work in [5, 62]. For Low-THz frequency range (300 GHz and 670 GHz),

permittivity has been measured using the TDS setup at the University of Birmingham.

TDS is a spectroscopic technique and utilize a short pulses of THz frequency radiation

with a wideband spectrum, which is used widely to extract permittivity of large variety

of materials [58, 63, 64]. For each simulation, the only variable of this simulation is

the CP of material of base coat paint layer, which is extracted from solid, metallic and

pearlescent paints respectively. CP of plastic substrate, primer and clear coat are the

same at each frequency. According to the measured permittivity values, as well as those

reported in [5], metallic paint, as expected, has a higher imaginary part of permittivity
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compared with solid and pearlescent paint because of the metal concentration. The

simulated transmissivity and reflectivity of the bumper with three different kinds of

base coat paint layer at 77 GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz are represented in Fig. 2.8, 2.9,

2.10, respectively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.8 The simulated transmissivity (a) and reflectivity (b) of four-layer bumper with
solid, metallic and pearlescent paint at 77 GHz.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.9 The simulated transmissivity (a) and reflectivity (b) of four-layer bumper with
solid, metallic and pearlescent paint at 300 GHz.

According to Eq. 2.14, the amplitude of the minimum and maximum values of

transmissivity and reflectivity are also influenced by the real part of permittivity, higher

εre1 values cause larger variations in the amplitude of transmissivity and reflectivity.

This conclusion can be observed in the simulation result of metallic paint which has a
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higher real part of permittivity at 300 GHz. In addition, the metallic paint with higher

dielectric loss factor also causes higher attenuation at both frequencies.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.10 The simulated transmissivity (a) and reflectivity (b) of four-layer bumper with
different kinds of paint at 670 GHz.

2.3 Measurement Methodology

The methodology to measure transmissivity through various samples at three frequencies

is explained in this section. To obtain the transmissivity value, the transmitted signal

strength through the automotive component samples is normalized by the transmissivity

through free space in the below experiments. Fig. 2.11(a) is a photo of the experimental

setup for measuring transmissivity, Fig. 2.11(b) is the measurement layout for the

single path transmission measurement setup, which is commonly used for transmissivity

measurement [39]. In the main configuration the up and down-converters are positioned

separately on two tables. The distance between receiver and transmitter is 1.4 m, and

antennas of up and down converter are aligned vertically and horizontally. The antennas

are placed 0.7 m above the floor level. The sample is fixed on a low reflectivity sample

holder positioned on a rotating platform which can change the incident angle in 1◦

increments. The reflectivity of the sample holder has been measured as -33 dB and

-21.2 dB at 300 GHz and 670 GHz, respectively. To ensure that most of the energy
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illuminates the material, the sample is positioned closer to transmitter to make sure

that the sample is larger than the footprint of the illuminating beam. The beamwidth

is defined by 3 dB main lobe of the radiation pattern. Extra attention has been paid to

make sure the samples are orthogonal to the antennas horizontal baseline. The Low-THz

wave absorber [65] is placed in front of the wall closest to the antennas to minimize

reflections from the surrounding.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.11 (a) The experimental setup for measuring transmissivity (the radar system
shown in the setup is 670 GHz SFR); (b) Schematic diagram of the measurement setup.

The distance between sample and transmitter is set to be 0.4 m at all frequencies

to guarantee that the experiment is conducted in far-field region. In real applications,

the sensor covers will be closer to the antennas, so that the near-field effects may be

expected. However, in this study far field set-up is considered to provide a reference for
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validation of the modelling results. The near field effects and corresponding corrections

to the modelling are subject of further research.

All measurements are made at three frequencies: two stepped frequency radars

(SFRs) with the sweep frequency of 282 GHz-298 GHz and 656 GHz-672 GHz, and one

FMCW radar system with the frequency coverage of 76 GHz-81 GHz using standard

gain horn antennas.

The SFR systems are based on the KEYSIGHT Programmable Network Analyzers

(PNA) and the up and down converters designed by VivaTech in collaboration with

University of Birmingham [66]. The signal from the PNA is up-converted into frequency

of Ft and transmitted through the bumper sample under measurement. S21 parameter of

the down converted signal is measured to obtain the transmissivity value. A 10 MHz

reference signal is provided from a Rubidium oscillator to phase lock the converters

and PNA. The 77 GHz FMCW radar system is designed by ELVA-1 in collaboration

with University of Birmingham [67]. All the frequency, power and antenna parameters

are shown in Table 2.3 for all the radar systems.

Table 2.3 Parameters for 77 GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz radar systems.

Frequency 77 GHz 300 GHz 670 GHz
Radar classification FMCW SFR SFR

Frequency Bandwidth 76-81 GHz 282-298 GHz 656-672 GHz
PNA output power Pp x -15 dBm -15 dBm
Transmitted power Pt 15 dBm 3 dBm -10 dBm

Antenna Gain 20 dB 20 dB 24 dB
Azimuth/Elevation Beam width (-3 dB) 10◦ 10◦ 10◦

Fp
CW experiment x 7 GHz 7 GHz

Bandwidth experiment x 2-18 GHz 4-13 GHz

Ft
CW experiment 77-77.1 GHz 289 GHz 659 GHz

Bandwidth experiment 76-81 GHz 282-298 GHz 656-665 GHz

Three variable parameters are considered in this study to evaluate transmissivity:

incident angle of signal, frequency and thickness of medium. The influence of the initial

two variables are explored by measuring the transmissivity of bumpers and headlight-

cover as a function of incident angle and frequency as the thickness remains constant.
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However, to investigate the third variable, PC sheets with thicknesses ranging from

2 mm to 6 mm are measured. A CW signal is used to measure transmissivity versus

incident angle and thickness, and bandwidth signal is used to understand the frequency

dependence. As shown in Table 2.3, Ft for the CW experiment at 77 GHz the bandwidth

is 100 MHz since this is the minimum operational bandwidth of the FMCW radar.

2.4 Experimental Results

In this section, the measured and simulated transmissivity of car bumper and headlight

cover material, as well as PC sheets of different thicknesses, are shown as a function

of incident angle and frequency. Bumper samples with three kinds of paints and one

piece of headlight-cover are measured to determine the transmissivities of these vehicle

components. The effective permittivity is obtained using the free space method [68]

based on the measured transmissivity as function of incident angle. The effective

permittivity is used for modelling the transmissivity versus frequency bands. Various

thicknesses of PC sheets are used to replicate common plastic material used as headlight

covers.
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Table 2.4 Characteristics of automotive samples.
The effective permittivity (εr − jεi) and transmissivity at 0◦ (T (0◦)).
PP: Polypropylene; E/P: Ethylene / Propylene; PUR: polyurethane; PC: polycarbonate.

Sample Paint Classification Size(m2) D(mm) Plastic 77 GHz (ε
′
r,ε

′′
r ,T (0◦)) 300 GHz (ε

′
r,ε

′′
r ,T (0◦)) 670 GHz (ε

′
r,ε

′′
r ,T (0◦))

A Solid black 0.057 2.87 PP,E/P 4.02 0.035 -0.5 dB 2.48 0.025 -1.9 dB 3.36 0.02 -2.8 dB
B Solid white 0.076 3.72 PP,E/P 4.34 0.03 -0.7 dB 3 0.021 -2.1 dB 4.26 0.022 -3.0 dB
C Solid white 0.045 3.33 PP,E/P 5.38 0.042 -1.5 dB 2.78 0.036 -2.4 dB 3.37 0.038 -4.1 dB
D Solid white 0.095 3.02 PP,E/P 4.29 0.022 -2.0 dB 3.76 0.033 -2.7 dB 3.24 0.019 -2.0 dB
E Metallic gold 0.078 3.15 PP,E/P 5.65 0.025 -1.0 dB 3.68 0.043 -3.1 dB 2.3 0.043 -5.8 dB
F Metallic grey 0.09 3.26 PP,E/P 4.58 0.003 -2.0 dB 4.8 0.051 -2.7 dB 5.00 0.042 -6.0 dB
G Pearlescent red 0.04 3.25 PP,E/P 3.5 0.026 -1.0 dB 2.91 0.039 -2.5 dB 3.00 0.04 -5.0 dB
H Pearlescent red 0.038 3.33 PP,E/P 5.73 0.023 -0.2 dB 3.5 0.024 -1.3 dB 3.6 0.036 -4.6 dB
I Pearlescent green 0.065 3.27 PP,E/P 3.49 0.029 -0.6 dB 2.54 0.024 -1.3 dB 2.65 0.014 -3.0 dB
J Pearlescent white 0.074 3.34 PUR 6.95 0.04 -5.8 dB 2.63 0.12 -7.4 dB 3.74 0.186 -20 dB
K Headlight cover 0.057 3.2 PC 3.55 0.019 -0.4 dB 2.6 0.043 -2.4 dB 2.52 0.058 -7.9 dB
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2.4.1 Measured Transmissivity through Automotive Bumper and

Headlight Cover

Ten bumper samples and one headlight-cover have been used in experimentation. The

material information is presented in Table 2.4, samples A to K.

The multi-layer transmissivity model requires the exact knowledge of permittivity

of materials and the thickness of each layer. The exact refractive index of each layer

of paint on the samples, at Low-THz frequencies, are unknown and in addition the

thicknesses of the paint layers are difficult to measure without knowing the exact

refractive indexes of the materials [69]. Consequently, a model of the transmissivity

through a four-layer bumper cannot be directly established at this stage. Therefore,

a one-layer structure, with the effective permittivity of the whole sample, is used to

model transmissivity through the bumper material. The effective permittivities of the

bumper samples are calculated using the measured transmissivity and used for further

modelling.

There are two common methods to characterize the permittivity of the samples: (i)

TDS is used for THz frequency (usually more than 300 GHz), and (ii) the free-space

method [68] which uses a VNA is used for lower frequencies [51]. In this study,

the effective relative permittivity is determined using the method described in [26],

by minimization of the deviation between the measured and simulated transmissivity

results. The deviation, Dev, between the simulated transmissivity Tc and the measured

transmissivity Tm, is obtained as:

Dev(ε
′
r,ε

′′
r ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∑N
i=1 Tm(θi)−Tc(θi,ε

′
r,ε

′′
r )

N

∣∣∣∣∣ (2.15)

in which, N is the number of considered incident angles, θi is the incident angle of the

microwave signal which is in range of -60◦ to 60◦, ε
′
r and ε

′′
r are the real and imaginary

parts of the complex effective permittivity.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.12 The deviations between the simulated and measured transmissivities of sample
“A” versus the possible range of real and imaginary part of permittivity at (a) 77 GHz,
(b) 300 GHz and (c) 670 GHz.

Therefore, the effective permittivity is obtained by searching the minimum value

of Dev integrated over the whole range of the incident angles in the defined possible

range of effective permittivity values. The calculated Dev of sample A is shown in Fig.

2.12 as an example. The detail of the calculation process is represented in work [26].

The calculated effective permittivity of sample A which corresponds to the minimum

deviations are 4.02-0.035i, 2.48-0.025i and 3.36-0.019i at 77 GHz, 300 GHz and 670

GHz, respectively. All the effective permittivities of the samples fall into the range of

ε
′
r: 2-7, ε

′′
r : 0.01-0.19 at three frequency bands of 77 GHz, 300 GHz, and 670 GHz.

The effective permittivity for all samples is calculated using the technique described

above. The experimental and simulated results as a function of incident angle at 77

GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz are illustrated in Fig. 2.13. The cases ((a)-(k)) correspond

to different samples explained in Table 2.4. The property information of all the samples,

measured effective permittivity and measured transmissivity at normal incidence at the

three frequencies under study is summarized in Table 2.4.

In Fig. 2.14, the measured and simulated transmissivities of all samples as a function

of frequency within a specific operational bandwidth are shown. Due to similar observed

trends for all samples, only results for two extreme samples D (metallic paint) and

E (solid paint) are presented here. The effective permittivity used in this simulation

is obtained from the measured transmissivity versus incident angle. Good agreement

between the simulated and measured results as a function of frequency is achieved.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k)

Fig. 2.13 Simulated and measured transmissivities of the automotive components as
a function of incident angle using CW signal: Results in the frequency ranges of 77
GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz are represented in black, blue and red lines, respectively;
(a)-(d) are results for bumper samples with solid paint, (e)-(f) are results for bumpers
with metallic paint, (g)-(j) are results for bumpers with pearlescent paint and (k) is the
result for headlight-cover.

In Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14, solid lines with error bars represent the measured

results and the dashed lines correspond to the simulated results. Error bars represent the

standard deviations for three individual measurements.
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Fig. 2.14 Simulated and measured transmissivity of sample D and E vs frequency over
a specific operational bandwidth: (a) (b) (c) are results for sample D at 77 GHz, 300
GHz and 670 GHz, respectively; (d) (e) and (f) are results for sample E.

The overall trend of the measured transmissivity results versus incident angle shows

that typically the transmissivity decreases as the frequency increases. However, for

sample D, higher transmissivity is measured at 670 GHz compared to the result at

300 GHz in the angle range of ±20◦. The increase of transmissivity at this angle is

observed because the electrical thickness of sample D at 670 GHz is close to integer

values of half-wavelength at 0◦ incident angle. The electrical thickness of the layer

is defined as te = nd/sin(α), where n and d are the refractive index and the thickness

of material, respectively, α is the angle between beam propagation direction and the

medium boundary. A series of calculation were conducted to analyze this phenomenon

in section 2.2. The extremes of the measured transmissivity as a function of incident

angle are observed as expected. The electrical thickness of the sample changes with the

incident angle due to different propagation path length. The constructive interference

case is observed when Nλ

sin(α) =
nd

sin(α) , and N is integer factor. Shorter wavelength means

shorter period of oscillations as the incident angle changes the length of propagation
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path inside the medium. This observation illustrates the requirement for precision in the

placement of the radar behind the covers at higher frequencies and consideration of the

profile.
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Fig. 2.15 Summary of the measured transmissivity at 0◦ incidence of the vehicle samples
at 77 GHz, 300 GHz and 670 GHz.

The measured transmissivity values at 0◦ incident angle for the three frequencies are

shown in Fig. 2.15. The measured transmissivity through bumper samples with solid

paint (A-D) shows a difference of approximately 1 dB between the three frequencies,

this is well inside the measurement accuracy. However, for the bumpers with metallic

paint (E-F) and pearlescent paint (G-J), the difference between the transmissivity at

77 GHz and 300 GHz is higher than the difference between 300 GHz and 670 GHz,

although the wavelength at 300 GHz is four times shorter than 77 GHz and wavelength

at 670 GHz is only around two times shorter than 300 GHz. Considering sample G as

an example, the transmissivity difference between 77 GHz and 300 GHz is around 1 dB

which is smaller than the 3 dB difference between 300 GHz and 670 GHz.

The results of most bumper samples (except sample J) show that the transmissivity

through metallic paint samples (E and F) are lower than that of solid and pearlescent

paints in all the three frequency bands, even though the thickness of sample E and

F are smaller than most of the other bumpers samples (except A and D). Results of
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sample J are observed to have more attenuation than the other samples as the substrate

material of this sample is made of polyurethane (PUR) plastic, which is different to the

others. Sample K is an optically transparent headlight-cover. The attenuation property

of the headlight cover is at a similar level to the other samples at 77 GHz and 300 GHz,

but decreases to -7.9 dB at 670 GHz, which is worse than the bumper samples with

substrate material of PP.

Although precise multi-layer model of bumpers was difficult to establish because of

the lack of information on the thickness of each paint layer, we still made some effort

to compare the measurement results with the simulated transmissivity of multi-layer

structures. To understand the transmissivity corresponding to the substrate plastic

and the paint layers separately, the paint layer of sample B was removed and the

transmissivity through sample B with no paint was measured.
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Fig. 2.16 Comparison of the simulated transmissivity of three-layer bumper and the
measured transmissivity of sample B and the substrate of sample B.

Fig. 2.16 shows the measured transmissivity through sample B with paint (blue

line) and without paint (red line) at 300 GHz, as well as the simulated transmissivity

of three-layer bumper at this frequency (black line). The permittivity of substrate

plastic layer is obtained from the measured result of bumper without paint based on
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the root searching method in section 2.4.1 [26], which is calculated to be 2.8-0.011i at

300 GHz. The permittivity of the primer and the white base coat paint are measured

using TDS. The thickness of the substrate of sample B was measured at 3.62 mm.

The thicknesses of primer and base coat layer are assumed to be 25 µm and 50 µm

in this simulation, which is the maximum value in the thickness ranges shown in Fig.

2.6. Based on this permittivity and thickness information, the model of a three-layer

structure bumper is established according to the theory in the theoretical section. The

simulated transmissivity of the three-layer bumper of sample B is shown as a black line

in Fig. 2.16, which agrees well with the measured results.

2.4.2 Measured Transmissivity through PC Sheets with Different

Thicknesses

The theoretical model of transmissivity and thickness is explored here using PC material

which could be custom designed in different thicknesses. In this section, we will present

experimental results on transmissivity depending on thickness, angle of incident and

frequency and compare with results of simulation shown in section 2.2 before. The

analysis in this section is concentrated on 300 GHz and 670 GHz only and this is for

two reasons: (i) the main purpose of this research is to investigate the feasibility of

automotive radar in the Low-THz frequency range and (ii) the theoretical simulation

agrees well with the measurement results at 77 GHz in the previous sections and this

gives confidence to rely on the theoretical simulation for comparison purposes.

The transmissivity of PC sheets with different thicknesses are measured and com-

pared with theoretical simulations. PC sheets used are 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm and 6

mm in thicknesses and with the sheet dimension of 600 mm×500 mm which guarantees

that the sample covers the 3 dB beamwidth of the signal in both paths. Fig. 2.17 shows

the measured and simulated transmissivity results through PC sheets as a function of

incident angle and frequency.
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Fig. 2.17 Measured and simulated transmissivities through PC sheets with different
thicknesses: (a) (b) are results at 300 GHz, and (c) (d) are results at 670 GHz.

The effective permittivity of PC sheets obtained by the root searching process are

2.5-0.032 j and 2.6-0.057 j at 300 GHz and 670 GHz, respectively. The measured

and simulated transmissivity as a function of thickness at 300 GHz and 670 GHz are

illustrated in Fig. 2.18. The simulated transmissivities through PC sheets with various

thicknesses at 77 GHz are also presented for comparison. The simulated and measured

results agree well in all three plots at both frequencies. As the thickness increases from

2 mm to 6 mm, the transmissivity through PC sheets decreases from -1.5 dB to -3.5 dB

at 300 GHz. However, at 670 GHz, the transmissivity decreases from -5 dB to -13 dB.

As discussed in section 2.2.3, smaller variations between local minima and maxima are

observed when increasing thickness and frequency.
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Fig. 2.18 The comparison of simulated and measured results as a function of medium
thickness.

2.5 Conclusions

To estimate the propagation loss of potential automotive radar covers, the measured

and simulated transmissivity of automotive bumper material, headlight-cover material,

and also PC sheets with different thicknesses are presented at Low-THz frequencies

as a function of incident angle and frequency. Measured results at 77 GHz are also

shown for comparison. Good agreement is found between the measured results and

the theoretical modelling results which are based on Fresnel theory and propagation

matrices.

The effective permittivity of multi-layer bumpers and one-layer headlight cover are

determined using the free space method. The measured results show bumpers with

metallic paints have higher loss compared with solid paint and pearlescent paint bumpers

and this is due to the metal composition. The losses through the bumper with a substrate

composed of PUR plastic are measured, which are around 3 dB, 4 dB, and 15 dB higher

than the PP plastic substrate at 77 GHz, 300 GHz, and 670 GHz, respectively. When

radar sensor signals pass through the bumpers at 0◦ incident angle, the transmissivity
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is in the range of -0.2 dB∼-5.8 dB, -1.3 dB∼-7.4 dB and -2 dB∼-20 dB at 77 GHz,

300 GHz and 670 GHz, respectively. The transmissivity through various thicknesses of

PC sheets are measured and analysed as it is the main material of headlight covers and

also some other parts of the vehicle components. The results show higher losses with

increasing thickness at 670 GHz compared to 300 GHz, and a decrease with a step of

0.5 dB and 2 dB is measured at 300 GHz and 670 GHz, respectively, when the thickness

increases in 1 mm increments.

The results are directly applicable to automotive radar and also to wider applications

in communication and other systems operating at Low-THz frequencies. Two main

conclusions can be drawn to aid the industrial design of sensor cover infrastructure:

Firstly, the model correctly describes the transmissivity and reflectivity fluctuations as

function of signal frequency, thickness of medium and the real part dielectric permittivity

of constituent materials.

Second (and obvious) conclusion is that the larger loss tangent of cover material,

defined by the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity, leads to higher absorption

inside the medium and therefore high attenuation in the sensor cover. When conducting

industrial design of sensor covers, the permittivity, thickness, operating frequency and

placement need to be properly matched to obtain low reflectivity and high transmissivity

based on the developed theoretical model.
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3.1 Introduction

The propagation characteristics of radar signal through vehicle infrastructure depends

on electro-physical properties of a media, in particularly CP of automotive paint. In this

chapter, complex permittivities of various automotive paints, which are in single layer,

have been measured within the range from 0.14 to 1.1 THz with two approaches: THz-

TDS and transmission measurement based on THz-VNA. The permittivities measured

by VNA show good agreement with TDS results after filtering processing. The measured

complex permittivities are used to evaluate the attenuation and reflection of aggregate

paint, which are in multiple layer structure, with the theoretical model based on Fresnel’s

equation and propagation matrix. Attenuation and reflection of automotive paints with

different basecoat layers are calculated and analyzed.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we briefly introduce the general

mathematical model to extract CP values from the measured transmissivity results of

TDS and VNA based on Fresnel’s equation. In section 3.3, the method of fabricating

the samples of solid automotive paint used in our measurement and, then, both the THz-

TDS and THz-VNA experimental methodologies for estimation of CPs of single layer

of paint are described. In section 3.6, the comparison and analysis of measured CPs of

a number of automotive paint samples obtained by both methods is presented. Based on

the permittivity properties of various paint samples, the calculated transmissivity and

reflectivity of automotive paint in multilayered structures are analysed.

3.2 Theoretical Model

Very brief description of background theoretical model for calculation of CP using

transmissivity of material is given here based on the described theory on section 2.2.2.

CP is the fundamental electrical property of a material, can be considered as measure

of capacitance to form an electric field in a medium made of the material [49] and
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is dependent on frequency of the electromagnetic (EM) field: ε( f ) = ε ′ − jε ′′ =

ε0(ε
′
r − jε ′′r ). The real part ε ′ represents the ability of the medium to store the EM

energy when signal passes through it, and the imaginary part ε ′′ represents the degree

of EM energy attenuation inside the material [70].

According to the theoretical model presented in section 2.2.2, transmissivity is

calculated by transmission and reflection coefficients which directly affected by the wave

impedance ηs =
√

jωµs
δs+ jωε0εs

according to Fresnel’s equation [38, 71]. Additionally,

wave impedance ηs is calculated by permittivity εs and permeability δs of materials.

The permittivity can then be evaluated by searching the value which can minimize

the root mean square error (RMSE) between the measured and the calculated trans-

missivity through the medium [72] as discussed in section 2.4.1 of Chapter 2. The

experimental approaches to measure the transmissivity using setups of TDS and VNA

will be explained in the following sections of 3.3.3, and 3.3.5.

3.3 Experimental Methodology

3.3.1 Automotive Paint Sample Structure

Automotive paint coating is an important part of the vehicle manufacturing process to

give a smooth, glossy or sparkly look and also, to protect vehicle from UV radiation and

corrosion [71, 58]. Automotive paint is usually applied in three coating layers: primer,

basecoat and finally the clear coat layer. The thickness of each layer is around tens of

micrometers.

The primer layer provides better adhesion of basecoat paint and the clear coat layer

used for protecting basecoat paint from scratch and erosion due to weather. It is actually

the basecoat which define the colour and look and is typically made of either of three

paints: solid paint, metallic paint and pearlescent paint (mica). Nowadays, metallic
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and mica colours are used more frequently and such paints contain aluminium or mica

flakes, respectively.

Fig. 3.1 Examples of paint samples (sample A and M in Table 3.1) after drying, which
are in the color of solid black and metallic blue.

Table 3.1 Classification of automotive paint sample and thickness (µm).

No. Paint classification l f (focused) lc (collimated)
A Satin black/Solid paint 654±4 668
B Tool Box red/Solid paint 571±35 533
C Dark Green/Solid paint 476±11 514
D Domestic Gloss White/Solid paint 466±24 425
E Dark Blue/Solid paint 462±6 442
F Volkswagen Grey Anthracite/Pearlescent paint 256±1 260
G Land Rover Epsom Green/Pearlescent paint 371±35 404
H Land Rover Oslo Blue/Pearlescent paint 501±11 548
I Renault Black/Pearlescent paint 249±17 265
J Peugeot Diablo Red/Pearlescent paint 586±1 596
K Audi Glacier White/Metallic paint 954±52 944
L Hyundai Phantom Black/Metallic paint 345±1 370
M Ford Ocean blue/Metallic paint 570±5 571
N BMW sparkling Graphite/Metallic paint 973±14 972
O Ford Tango Red/Metallic paint 614±1 627
P Gold/Metallic paint 194±7 192
Q Silver/Metallic paint 200±6 202
R Grey primer 432±13 420
S White primer 1053±17 1085
T Red primer 614±1 627
U Clear coat 678±20 670
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Primers have also different colours to match with the color of basecoat and are

typically red, white and grey. The grey primer is used for the basecoats with dark colors

such as blue, grey and black.

In our experiment, the liquid paints of all three basecoat types (solid, metallic and

pearlescent) in various colors, primer in three colors (red, white and grey) and clear

coat are used for producing the paint samples.

To fabricate the paint samples for test, the liquid paint is poured onto one cling-film

layer framed on a hoop, and place it on a horizontal dry surface. After seven days of

drying, the samples of paint with the cling film were taken off from the hoop. Two paint

samples are shown in Fig. 3.1 as the examples. Table 3.1 presents samples fabricated

and their thickness measured using TDS set-ups with collimated and focused beams as

explained in the next section 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Experimental Setup using THz-TDS

TDS is a spectroscopic technique and utilize a short THz pulse of a wideband spectrum.

TDS is used widely to extract CP values of a large variety of materials [63, 58, 64],

where the measured amplitude and phase information of the THz pulse transmitted

through the material under test are compared with the transmission through free space,

or as in majority of cases through a reference sample holder [57].

The schematic diagram of the configuration of THz-TDS and the photo of experi-

mental setup are shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), respectively. TERA K15 developed

by Menlo Systems, Germany [73] is used as a spectroscopic instrument. The principle

of spectroscopic systems is described in [74].

The setup shown in Fig. 3.2 corresponds to the focused beam configuration. The

paint sample is placed in the sample holder, perpendicular to the beam. THz signal

emission is collimated by the integrated lens inside the transmitter [75]. Two lenses

- lens 1 and lens 2 have focal point distance of 5.4 cm and are aligned in the signal
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path. The sample is placed at the focal point of both lenses and the illuminated area

of the sample is of a 1 mm diameter. To account for the potential non-uniformity of

the thickness of fabricated paint samples, the measurements were made with several

positions of sample with respect to the beam, so that average thickness and variance

were estimated in such a set-up.

Femtosecond  
Laser

ODU

Beam splitter

TransmitterReceiver Lens2 Lens1
Sample

TransmitterReceiver

Sample

Focused 
beam setup

Collimated 
beam setup

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.2 (a) Schematic of THz-TDS experimental setup; (b) Experimental TDS setup
used for measuring the CP of paints.

In the collimated beam set-up, lens 1 and lens 2 are removed which results in 5 mm

diameter of the illuminated footprint. The diameter of all paint samples is around 60

mm to guarantee the beamfilling. In this set-up a single measurement was enough to

estimate the effective thickness of the sample.
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3.3.3 Estimation of Complex Permittivity and Thickness by using

TDS Setup

Precise knowledge of thickness of the samples under the test is important to accurately

determine permittivity of the samples. We use commercially available software Tera-

Lyzer provided by Lytera to determine the CP [76]. This software also uses the

Quasi-Space (QS) method introduced and defined in [72, 77] for accurate thickness

extraction.

Here, we discuss the procedure of paint sample thickness estimation and permittivity

extraction based on the results of sample K as the example.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.3 (a) Time-domain signals obtained from the TDS experiment (Electric fields of
signals through sample holder and through sample K); (b) Frequency domain signals
through sample Ss( f ) and through reference Sr( f ).

The received THz pulses are shown in Fig. 3.3(a), where red line corresponds to the

pulse Sr(t) without the sample present in the propagation path (reference signal) and

with it, Ss(t) (black line). ∆t is the time difference between such pulses, which is used

to calculate the complex refractive index as in [72]:

n =
c∆t
ls

+nair (3.1)
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where nair is the real-valued refractive index of the air, ls is the thickness of the sample

and c is speed of light. Their spectral characteristics, Ss( f ) and Sr( f ), obtained by a

Fourier transform of the time domain signals, are shown in Fig. 3.3(b) and are used to

evaluate the initial extinction coefficient of sample, k:

k =− c
lsω

log
∣∣∣∣Ss( f )
Sr( f )

∣∣∣∣ (3.2)

The CP can therefore be calculated based on the following relationship of:

ε
′+ jε ′′ = (n+ jk)2 (3.3)

Inaccuracy of initial thickness measurement of the sample under test may cause

the oscillations of both ε ′ and ε ′′ [72] as shown in the Fig. 3.4. The bigger the offset

of the estimated thickness from its true value, the larger will be the amplitude of

such oscillations, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4(a) where ε ′′ is calculated for two values

of thickness 1006 µm and 684 µm for the sample, which actual thickness is 954 µm

(Table 3.1, sample K). The results show that smaller oscillation in ε ′′ is observed when

a thickness of 1006 µm is used. For high accuracy of estimated thickness, it is expected

that both real and imaginary parts of CP will display the monotonic behaviour.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.4 (a) The measured ε ′′ of sample K, and (b) the corresponded QS values.
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Therefore to estimate actual accurate thickness, a QS method was proposed in [77],

which allows extraction of the thickness of sub-100 µm thin samples in permittivity

measurement. In this method the initial rough thickness value linit is measured by a

digital caliper. Then the actual thickness value is obtained by root searching procedure

within the range linit ±300 µm with the increment of 30 µm in order to minimize the

oscillation amplitude on the CP results.

After FFT the plot of ε ′′ would exhibit peaks corresponding to the frequency of

oscillation as shown in Fig. 3.4(b), where x-axis is represented as optical thickness of

the sample [77]. Higher magnitude of the peaks of QS values indicates more oscillatory

behavior. In our case QS plot for 684 µm thickness has higher peak (Peak A) compared

to the results for 1006 µm (peak B). Therefore, minimization of the QS peak value is

the criterion used to obtain the accurate thickness of the sample.

Table 3.1 presents samples fabricated based on method described in section 3.3.1,

and their thickness measured based on QS method using TDS set-ups with collimated

and focused beams.

3.3.4 Experimental Setup using THz-VNA

The CPs are also measured using microwave instruments, the Keysight PNA-X [78],

at Low-THz frequencies. The THz-VNA is equipped with six sets of up- and down-

converters which cover the whole frequency range of 0.14 THz-1.1 THz. Transmission

mode method [39] searches the CP by comparing and fitting the calculated transmissivity

to the measured transmissivity.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.5. Sections of waveguides are used as the

antennas for each frequency range. The characteristic of waveguides and the calculated

far field distances are listed in Table 3.2.

The transmitter and receiver are aligned to maximize received power. The PNA

is calibrated before each measurement to prevent the error caused by the change of
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environment. The sample of automotive paint is held between tightly stretched layers of

the cling film, orthogonally to the line-of-sight. The distance between two waveguide

antennas is 30 mm, to guarantee operation in the far field of antennas. The beamwidth

of the waveguide antenna is around 60◦. The illuminated area on the sample is of the

diameter less than 20 mm.

Fig. 3.5 Transmission measurement setup using THz-VNA.

Table 3.2 The apertures and farfield distances of waveguides in different frequency
ranges.

Waveguide Frequency (GHz) Aperture (mm×mm) Farfield (mm)
WM1295 140-220 1.295/0.6475 2.46
WM864 220-325 0.864/0.432 1.64
WM570 325-500 0.57/0.285 1.083
WM380 500-750 0.38/0.19 0.722
WM250 750-1100 0.25/0.125 0.458
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3.3.5 Estimation of Complex Permittivity by using VNA Setup

The transmissivity is defined as the ratio of power received in presence of sample to the

one without the sample:

TV NA
mea =

∣∣∣∣Ss
21

Sr
21

∣∣∣∣2 (3.4)

where Ss
21, Sr

21 are the measured scattering coefficients with and without sample, respec-

tively. The Sr
21 is measured with the sample holder presented in the path.

Fig. 3.6 Comparison of the measured transmissivity from VNA and TDS, (TV NA
mea and

T T DS
mea ), and the calculated transmissivity Tcal which is closest to TV NA

mea .

The CP is determined by minimization of the difference between the measured

transmissivity TV NA
mea and calculated transmissivity Tcal , defined by Eq. 2.9 in section

2.2.2:

D(ε ′,ε ′′) =
M

∑
i=1

|TV NA
mea ( fi)−Tcal( fi,ε

′,ε ′′)| (3.5)

where fi is frequency of microwave signal in the range of 0.14 THz-1.1 THz, M is the

number of frequency samples where transmissivity is measured. Therefore, the CP is

calculated by root searching to provide the minimum value of D integrated over the

whole considered frequency range. The range of permittivities can be determined by

TDS results for convenience, if they are available. However in practice, any reasonable

values, for instance those measured at 79 GHz [5, 6] can be used as an initial values in

Eq. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.6 presents the comparison between calculated Tcal , the measured transmis-

sivity using TDS, T T DS
mea , and VNA, TV NA

mea , of sample K. The Tcal is calculated based on

Eq. 2.9 and the CP of sample K obtained by VNA setup is plotted in Fig. 3.9. T T DS
mea is

determined as:

T T DS
mea =

∣∣∣∣Ss( f )
Sr( f )

∣∣∣∣2 (3.6)

The error bar in the figure represents the measurement standard deviation (STD) of

three realizations. The plots of TV NA
mea , T T DS

mea and Tcal show a reasonably good agreement.

3.4 Experimental Results

In this section, the CP of automotive paints, listed in Table 3.1, are measured and results

are discussed.

3.4.1 Measured Dielectric Properties of Automotive Paints

The CP of paints measured at 79 GHz, which is the current automotive standard

frequency, can be found in [5, 6], and some typical values are shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 CPs of paint layers at 79 GHz [5, 6]

Primer
(ε ′/ε ′′)

Clear coat
(ε ′/ε ′′)

Solid
(ε ′/ε ′′)

Pearlescent
(ε ′/ε ′′)

Metallic
(ε ′/ε ′′)

9/0.06 3.5/0.1 9.9/0.91 5.9/1.61 3.2/0.007

For all samples shown in Table 3.1, the CP results at Low-THz are obtained from

three above described techniques: (i) THz-TDS with the collimated THz pulse signal

(collimated TDS hereinafter), (ii) THz-TDS with focused THz pulse signal (focused

TDS hereinafter), and (iii) THz-VNA transmission measurement with continuous wave

signal.

The results of THz-VNA setup are processed by applying the filter to remove

fluctuations of the measured CP with frequency as will be explained below. The
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measured CP values of solid paints, pearlescent paints, metallic paints and both primer

and clear coats are shown in Fig. 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. In these figures,

the bluelines and solid black lines represent the real part of CP, ε ′ (left y-axis), and the

red plots and dashed black lines are for the imaginary part, ε ′′ (right y-axis).

Fig. 3.7 Measured CP of solid automotive paints based on THz-TDS and THz-VNA.

In Fig. 3.7, dotted green line shows an unprocessed measured ε ′ by VNA for

the sample D, as an illustration of fluctuating trend with frequency observed for all

samples. However it is expected that for non-polar materials the dielectric constant

does not change significantly with frequencies unless anomalous dispersion points are

encountered [53]. Because the anomalous dispersion points are not expected in the

considered frequency bands confirmed by TDS results, such behavior is likely caused by

the following possible issues of (1) calibration is not completely rigorous, (2) scattering,

(3) sample has non-uniform thickness, therefore ε ′ and ε ′′ obtained by VNA were

filtered over the whole frequency range, where within a sliding window of specific

length the average of the permittivity is calculated. The number of samples contained
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in each window corresponds to the frequency band of 0.16 THz. We determine the

filtering frequency band by observing the common period of fluctuation on measured

CPs based on the FFT transformed value of original CPs from VNA. After such filtering

procedure CPs display similar trend with results of TDS.

Fig. 3.8 Measured CP of pearlescent automotive paints based on THz-TDS and THz-
VNA.

The ε ′ of five considered solid paints (Fig. 3.7) is in the range of 2.5-4. The ε ′′

obtained from TDS measurements is in the range of 0.02-0.24 in the frequency band

of 0.3 THz-1 THz. The ε ′′ obtained from VNA is less than 0.4 in the frequency band

of 0.14 THz-1.1 THz, and bigger variation is observed at lower frequency band. The

black solid paint is with the largest ε ′′ value as well as larger increase with frequency

indicating higher losses compared to other solid paints, especially at higher frequencies.

The ε ′ of pearlescent paints (Fig. 3.8) is in the range of 2.6-3.6, while ε ′ is slightly

higher, than in case of solid paints. Similar to the case of solid paints, highest loss

is observed for pearlescent black paint with increase from 0.27 to 0.6 with frequency

range of 0.3 THz-1 THz for TDS measurement.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.9 Measured CP of metallic automotive paints based on THz-TDS and THz-VNA:
(a) Results of metallic paints in color of red, white, black, blue and grey; (b) Results for
bright gold and silver metallic paints.

Results for seven metallic paints are shown in Fig. 3.9. However, the dielectric

constants and losses of two metallic paints - in bright gold and silver (Fig. 3.9(b)),

are significantly different from other metallic paints (Fig. 3.9(a)). Indeed the real and

imaginary parts of CP of the metallic paints in Fig. 3.9(a) are in the range of 1.6-5.1 and

0.01-1.29, respectively, whereas, the real and imaginary parts of CP of the bright gold

(sample P) and silver (sample Q) mantellic paints are in the range of 20-28 and 1.1-15,

respectively. This is expected result due to higher concentration of metal for these two

samples, which was also discussed in [5]. It is worth stressing that the permittivity of

the metallic silver and gold paint samples are only shown in frequency range of 0.3

THz-0.7 THz and the range of 0.3 THz-1 THz due to the higher attenuation caused

by these samples so that the received signal power is close to the noise floor of both

TDS and VNA systems. The measured CP of clear coat and primers of three colors are

shown in Fig. 3.10. The measured values of ε ′ of primer materials are around 5.08-6.28,
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while ε ′′ is basically below 0.22 obtained from TDS focused measurement. Clear coat

has ε ′ around 2.6 and the ε ′′ is below 0.1.

Fig. 3.10 Measured CP of primers in color of white, red and grey and clear coat based
on THz-TDS and THz-VNA setups.

The measured CP obtained from VNA setup have wider variation than results of

TDS. Higher measured dielectric loss and larger increase is observed in the results of

the paint samples with darker colors in our selected samples. Analysis of effect of exact

chemical composition of the paint on electric properties of paints is outside the scope of

this study, which only gives comparative analysis of measurement techniques. The ε ′′

of majority of the paint samples show an increase with the frequency, indicating higher

loss at higher frequencies, while the dielectric constant, ε ′, is mostly flat throughout

the whole frequency range. The measured CPs obtained from TDS focused beam setup

are normally higher than the results obtained from TDS collimated beam setup. For

some of the TDS results (for example solid white paint and red primer sample), slight

variations observed are due to the inaccuracy in the thickness estimation of the sample

as discussed in section 3.3.2.
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Table 3.4 Summary of the measured CP and the obtained standard deviation from three experiment setups.

Setup Sample ε ′ ε ′′ STD (ε ′/ε ′′) Sample ε ′ ε ′′ STD (ε ′/ε ′′) Sample ε ′ ε ′′ STD (ε ′/ε ′′)
TDS (focused) A

solid

3.08-3.24 0.14-0.24 0.0265/0.004 H
Pearl

2.84-2.94 0.11-0.18 0.03/0.004 O
Metallic

1.59-1.64 0-0.04 0.0055/0.0025
TDS (collimated) 2.88-3.06 0.1-0.17 X 1.9-2.0 0.12-0.17 X 1.36-1.42 0.02-0.06 X

VNA 2.96-3.46 0.13-0.16 0.27/0.008 2.88-3.22 0.06-0.17 0.21/0.005 1.23-2.1 0.027-0.12 0.31/0.0038
TDS (focused) B

solid

2.57-2.62 0.054-0.1 0.048/0.003 I
Pearl

3.47-3.62 0.25-0.48 0.11/0.02 P
Metallic

21.9-22.7 1.1-8.0 0.64/0.16
TDS (collimated) 2.49-2.67 0.02-0.05 X 3.22-3.37 0.04-0.30 X 21.8-22.9 1.5-8.0 X

VNA 2.40-3.05 0.04-0.09 0.23/0.006 3.24-3.55 0.1-0.31 0.21/0.02 19.9-22.5 0.002-4.7 1.02/0.19
TDS (focused) C

solid

2.94-3.01 0.02-0.09 0.06/0.0012 J
Pearl

2.72-2.76 0.026-0.09 0.012/0.004 Q
Metallic

26.2-27.9 5.15-11.67 0.37/0.49
TDS (collimated) 2.62-2.67 0.05-0.08 X 2.57-2.63 0.1-0.14 X 20.1-21.7 4.7-15.1 X

VNA 2.80-3.03 0.01-0.84 0.2/0.005 2.56-2.96 0.01-0.076 0.18/0.007 25-29 4.67-9.2 1.19/0.16
TDS (focused) D

solid

3.9-4.04 0.11-0.18 0.055/0.005 K
Metallic

3.49-3.56 0.02-0.13 0.034/0.014 R
Primer

5.08-5.15 0.05-0.19 0.016/0.004
TDS (collimated) 2.6-2.65 0.06-0.17 X 4.34-4.48 0.02-0.30 X 5.14-5.24 0.03-0.20 X

VNA 3.77-4.15 0.04-0.17 0.21/0.013 3.4-3.6 0.026-0.12 0.19/0.008 4.9-5.2 0.07-0.23 0.21/0.014
TDS (focused) E

solid

2.8-2.9 0.07-0.11 0.043/0.002 L
Metallic

2.3-2.4 0.1-0.15 0.008/0.004 S
Primer

5.37-5.40 0.18-0.22 0.014/0.003
TDS (collimated) 2.6-2.7 0.06-0.14 X 2.27-2.34 0.08-0.14 X 3.56-3.67 0.09-0.31 X

VNA 2.80-3.25 0.01-0.96 0.22/0.008 2.3-2.7 0.069-0.13 0.21/0.007 5.3-5.6 0.074-0.19 0.21/0.01
TDS (focused) F

Pearl

3.45-3.47 0.08-0.21 0.037/0.004 M
Metallic

4.5-4.9 0.09-1.29 0.034/0.012 T
Primer

6.06-6.28 0-0.15 0.08/0.0035
TDS (collimated) 3.43-3.47 0.08-0.2 X 4.9-5.1 0.17-1.29 X 5.12-5.23 0.05-0.20 X

VNA 3.4-3.6 0.09-0.23 0.21/0.019 4.4-5.2 0.093-0.7 0.23/0.013 5.85-6.3 0-0.11 0.21/0.034
TDS (focused) G

Pearl

2.72-2.77 0.09-0.13 0.024/0.0068 N
Metallic

3.43-3.47 0.12-0.2 0.018/0.002 U
Clear coat

2.67-2.75 0.07-0.10 0.016/0.0016
TDS (collimated) 2.61-2.68 0-0.06 X 3.43-3.46 0-0.18 X 1.95-1.97 0.02-0.05 X

VNA 2.7-3.05 0.04-0.16 0.22/0.008 3.2-3.4 0.08-0.15 0.17/0.005 2.27-2.7 0.02-0.07 0.22/0.0049
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The measured CPs are summarized in Table 3.4, which shows the ranges over the

whole frequency bands of TDS (0.3 THz-1 THz) and VNA (0.14 THz-1.1 THz). The

TDS focused beam configuration provides the standard deviation below 0.11 (mostly

around 0.05) for ε ′ and 0.02 for ε ′′ and shows more reliable results compared to VNA

due to absence of variations with frequency.

The THz-VNA measurement can measure CP values over a wider frequency band,

which is 0.14 THz-1.1 THz, than TDS setup. The transmission method based on VNA

setup might provide CP values with big variation at each individual frequency. However,

THz-VNA can be utilized as an alternative of TDS for measuring CP of materials.

3.5 Application to Practical Muti-layer Automotive Struc-

tures

In this section, we analyze the influence of various automotive paints on attenuation

and reflection of the signal in the frequency range of 0.3-1 THz. The measured CP

values presented above are used for calculation. The theoretical model for calculating

the transmissivity and reflectivity of multi-layer medium has been described in detail in

our previous work [12].

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.11 Calclualted (a) transmissivity and (b) reflectivity of automotive paint in three-
layer structure.
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The calculated transmissivity and reflectivity as functions of the frequency are

shown in Fig. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b), respectively. In this calculation, a paint layer with

three-layer structure, as presented in Fig. 2.6 in section 2.2.4, is considered, which is

composed of primer, base coat and clear coat with thicknesses of 25 µm, 55 µm and

40 µm, respectively. Samples R and U are used as the primer and clear coat. Various

basecoat layers of solid, pearlescent and metallic blue as well as metallic silver which

has a significant permittivity difference with other paints, are considered as the only

variable in this calculation. The measured CP values obtained by TDS focused beam

measurements are used for the calculation of transmissivity and reflectivity. The results

of metallic silver paint only cover the frequency range of 0.3 - 0.7 THz. This has been

explained in section 3.4.1 that the permittivity measurement saturates at 0.7 THz due to

lower transmissivity of metallic silver paint than the others.

Transmissivity and reflectivity are functions of frequency, permittivity of material

and thickness of medium [12]. Paint layers with solid and pearlescent basecoats

have similar transmissivity and reflectivity. Slightly lower transmissivity and higher

reflectivity are observed for the structure with metallic blue basecoat compared with

the solid and pearlescent blue basecoat paint. Lower transmissivity is calculated for the

metallic silver basecoat due to its higher dielectric loss. For multilayer structures with

basecoats of the same color (blue) the calculated reflectivity shows the minimum within

the frequency range of 0.6 THz-0.7 THz. For the metallic silver basecoat, however, the

minimum of reflectivity is observed at 0.45 THz.

The permittivity, and also reflectivity and transmissivity results that are shown in Fig.

3.11 can be used when automotive radar is mounted behind suitable vehicle components

which are covered by paint layers.
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3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the CP of various automotive paints is investigated using three measure-

ment setups: TDS focused beam, TDS collimated beam and VNA transmission setups.

We presented the methods of permittivity measurement using VNA and TDS, as well

as the thickness extraction based on QS method in TDS measurements. The measured

permittivity values for three types of base coat samples in various colours, primer in

three colours and clear coat are estimated and compared, and are utilized for further

modelling of transmissivity and reflectivity of paint layers. The comparison between

the measured CPs of various paints shows that metallic paints have higher imaginary

parts of permittivity than other type of paints, and also, larger variation is observed from

various samples of metallic paint whereas other type of paint show similar values for

different samples. The modelling of various automotive paints showed higher transmis-

sivity and lower reflectivity at some specific frequency ranges. These frequency ranges

depend on the permittivity property of the materials and the thicknesses of mediums.

For the silver metallic paint sample, the frequency band, where low reflectivity and high

transmissivity are observed, differs from that of other paints due to the different CP

value. The CP values of automotive paints obtained from this research is valuable for

automotive industry to optimize radar placement behind suitable vehicle infrastructure

with paint coatings.

We also investigate the feasibility of using THz-VNA for CP measurement. The

measured results of CP obtained from VNA might show bigger variation with frequency

than TDS. However, good agreement with TDS measurement is observed after filtering

VNA values using a filter window corresponds to a frequency band of 0.16 THz.

Therefore THz-VNA can be successfully used when TDS is not available for measuring

CP of materials.



Chapter 4

Contributions on Part I

Part I investigated the low-THz automotive radar technology from the following two

aspects: 1) the theoretical model and experimental verification of the transmissivity of

low-THz radar signal through vehicle infrastructure; 2) the measurement on complex

permittivities (CPs) of various commercial automotive paints. Here, we would like to

give the general conclusions of this part of research from the view of industrial design

and automotive radar applications.

High attenuation is a significant challenge in the application of mm-wave radar

for external sensing. A robust theoretical model of the transmissivity developed for

mm-wave and low-THz signals is an important tool which will allow us to understand

the impact of signal parameters and environmental conditions on radar performance.

Specifically, the transmissivity is the characteristic of the signal-environment interaction

which can help design the vehicle infrastructure to maximize the reliability of the

radar. Therefore the modeling and analysis of the transmissivity is the first contribution

of this work, where good agreement between modeling and measurement has been

demonstrated and therefore validated. It has been shown that the loss tangent of

materials, which is defined by the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity, leads to

lower transmissivity. This is one of the key factors which need to be considered in the

industrial design of the composition of vehicle components.
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This assessment of the effect of CP formulates the second contribution of this

research, which comes from the measurement of CPs of various automotive paints. To

the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the CP parameters at low-THz of

these paints. The published values in this thesis are the key to the theoretical modeling

of transmissivity and reflectivity through vehicle components.

Based on the first two contributions, we are able to draw the the overall conclusion

on the feasibility of using sub-THz signals for automotive sensing. The comparison of

transmissivity among the frequency bands of 77 GHz, 300 GHz, and 670 GHz provides

non-trivial insights to estimate the capability of range measurement of the low-THz

radar system.



Part II

Image Segmentation Technique in

Automotive Radar Field



Chapter 5

Image Segmentation and Region

Classification in Automotive

High-Resolution Radar Imagery

This chapter has been published as: [1] "Image Segmentation and Region Classification in Au-
tomotive High-Resolution Radar Imagery," in IEEE Sensors Journal, vol. 21, no. 5, pp. 6698-6711,
March 2021; [2] "Feature-based Classification for Image Segmentation in Automotive Radar Based on
Statistical Distribution Analysis," 2020 IEEE Radar Conference (RadarConf20), 2020, pp. 1-6. Author
Contributions: The authors confirm their contribution to the chapter as follows: study conception and
design: Y.Xiao, M.Gashinova; dataset collection: L.Daniel; data pre-processing: L.Daniel, Y.Xiao;
algorithm implementation: Y.Xiao; analysis and interpretation of results: Y.Xiao; manuscript preparation:
Y.Xiao, L.Daniel, M.Gashinova.
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5.1 Introduction

Image segmentation and classification of surfaces and obstacles in automotive radar

imagery are the key technologies to provide valuable information for path planning in

autonomous driving (AD). As opposed to traditional radar processing, where clutter

is considered as an unwanted return and should be effectively removed, AD requires

full scene characterization. Hence, clutter carries necessary information for situational

awareness of the autonomous platform and needs to be fully assessed to find the

passable areas. Based on this purpose, we would like to be the first to achieve full scene

segmentation purely based on automotive radar data, and explore the feasibility of using

radar as the core sensor for applications of AD or advanced driver-assistance systems

(ADAS).

There is substantial research in the area of remote sensing on image segmentation,

feature extraction, and classification. These are critical steps for object-based image

analysis (OBIA) of synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) imagery in a wide range of applica-

tions of remote sensing, such as sea ice monitoring [79], land cover classification [80],

agricultural crop identification [81] etc.

For automotive sensing to this day, however, the radar sensors have never exceeded

the resolution required for traditional ADAS, which is far from that delivered by SAR

images, so that image segmentation and surface classification were hardly considered

in mainstream automotive radar sensing research. Therefore, the key requirements for

provision of autonomous navigation can be summarized as follows: ‘radar clutter’ must

be resolved (imaged), characterized (positions, extent and texture estimated to generate

the ‘depth’ of scene), segmented and recognized, enabling deep scene reconstruction

similar to SAR, where four main approaches are used:

1) The edge-based segmentation algorithms which are relatively simple and computa-

tionally effective; example algorithms are the fuzzy model and watershed transformation

(WT). The fuzzy logic based techniques in remote sensing image segmentation include
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fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM) [82, 83] and fuzzy stochastic estimation maximization

(FSEM) [84]. The main challenge of FCM is the sensitivity to weight adjustments

of adopted data attributes and the initialization process [85], and the FSEM method

was limited to two classes segmentation. WT, which segments objects using closed

boundaries has become the most popular edge-based segmentation methods in the

remote sensing community. The WT method based on the typical gradient operator can

however easily produce over-segmented areas due to image noise [86]. Therefore, the

generation of gradient image is the key to improve the performance of WT which could

constrain the initial edges. In this study, WT is implemented for pre-segmentation and

the technical details are given in section 5.5.1.

2) The region-based methods. These are based on two basic operations: region

merging and splitting. Region merging (or growing) starts from an initial region (or

pixel), then merge the regions (or pixels) according to a specific homogeneity criterion

which determines whether the area belongs to the growing region or not [87]. In

contrast, region-splitting starts from the entire image, and then split the image into

segments based on the criterion for inhomogeneity of regions [88]. The criteria used

in region-based methods include the properties of spectral and spatial characteristics,

shape, texture, size, prior knowledge and context of scenarios. The mathematical

description of these properties is based on statistical distribution features [89], variance,

Moran’s I [90], and F measure etc. Typically region-based segmentation is based on

either merging or splitting or combination of both techniques [91, 90]. However, finding

the appropriate parameters of the criterion for judging splitting or merging of regions is

a significant challenge.

3) Hybrid method (HM) could overcome the limitation of both edge-based and

region-based segmentation methods. Most of the studies of HMs start from the edge-

based method to create an over segmented image, and then merge the similar segments

based on either homogeneity or heterogeneity of regions. The advantages of HMs are
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(i) the freedom to select the methods for initial segmentation and the following region

merging; (ii) less sensitivity to image noise texture.

4) Semantic methods are generally supervised approaches which allot the label

to each pixel. Machine learning-based semantic methods include Neural network

[92], Support vector machine [93] and Convolution Neural Network (CNN) [94] etc.

Semantic methods showed encouraging results on SAR image segmentation, although

require a vast amount of training data and a significant number of parameters for

validation [91].

In this part of research, we proposed a HM of automatic segmentation of automotive

radar images based on two main steps: unsupervised image pre-segmentation using

marker-based WT, followed by the supervised segmentation and classification of regions

containing objects and surfaces based on the use of statistical distribution parameters.

Several distributions were considered to characterize returns from specific region types

of interest within the scene (denoted as classes) in calibrated radar imagery—the

extracted distribution parameters were assessed for their ability to distinguish each

class. These parameters were then used as features in a MGD model classifier. Both the

performances of the proposed supervised classification algorithm and the automatically

segmented results were investigated using F1-score and Jaccard similarity coefficients

(JSCs), respectively.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 introduces the automotive radar

dataset used in this part of research and outlines the methodology of image calibration.

Section 5.3 states the procedure of distribution parameter extraction and discusses

the fit errors. Section 5.4 proposes the supervised classification algorithm based on

the MGD model using identified features. The effective and redundant factors for

the classification improvement are determined from F1-score results of classification.

Section 5.5 introduces the algorithm of automatic segmentation and discusses the results.

Finally, conclusions are formulated, and the further steps are outlined.
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5.2 Automotive Radar Image Data Collection

Here we describe the radar system used for data collection, the formation and calibration

of radar imagery and the dataset used for the analysis in this chapter.

5.2.1 Radar System, Image Formation and Dataset

The radar system is an experimental high-resolution 79 GHz FMCW real aperture radar,

designed by the University of Birmingham and ELVA-1 [95] with parameters presented

in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 79 GHz FMCW imaging radar parameters.

Parameter Value Units
Centre Frequency 78.5 GHz

Bandwidth 5 GHz
Transmit Power 13 dBm

PRF/PRI 232/4.3 Hz/ms
Chirp Duration 1 ms

Az. Beam Width
(2-way) 1.7 ◦

El. Beam Width
(2-way) 7.2 ◦

Antenna Gain 30 dBi
Polarization VV

The radar utilized in this part of study is monostatic, has a ranging frequency of 33.6

kHz/m and is mechanically scanned in azimuth. Range profiles are generated at equally

spaced positions within the scan to form a radar image over a specified field-of-view

(FoV) with an azimuth resolution dictated by the antenna beam width. The fine azimuth

resolution achieved through using narrow beam imaging antennas combined with wide

bandwidths/fine range resolutions provides uniquely high-resolution imagery. Let us

stress here that the proposed algorithm is not only limited to the data format produced

by the FMCW mechanical steering radar system discussed here but is also universal to
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the other synthetic beamforming techniques such as MIMO. The universal property of

this segmentation algorithm has been studied in our work [96].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5.1 Automotive radar image set: (a) The uncalibrated radar image in dB power
values, (b) corresponding optical image, (c) calibrated radar image and (d) the color
coded labeled radar image.

An example radar image can be found in Fig. 5.1(a). Fig. 5.1(b) is a corresponding

optical image of the scene gathered using a Stereolabs ZED stereo video camera used

for ground truth. The radar image here is expressed in uncalibrated dB power units

and will be termed an image frame from hereon in. Radar videos are formed using a

sequence of image frames from consecutive radar scans.

A dataset containing 330 frames of radar data is used, which was acquired with

a scan rate in the order of 1 Hz with 199 azimuth range profiles within a FoV of

90◦. The dataset was recorded from the radar systems on a moving vehicle platform
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within the urban environment of the campus of the University of Birmingham, UK. The

vehicle platform was driving slowly at the speed approximately 6m/s with the radar

data collected synchronously. The dataset contains multiple region types, including

asphalt roads, grass areas, and several roadside and urban objects such as buildings,

pedestrians, signposts and vehicles [97].

5.2.2 Radar Image Composition and Pre-processing

The mono-static radar image is composed of the backscatter returns from the scene

objects, such as cars, tarmac road and grass areas shown in Fig 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). In

classical radar applications, these are considered as clutter regions, obscuring detection

of target objects (moving cars and pedestrians) and are subject to suppression. For path

planning of autonomous platforms however, they are equally as important as targets,

and segmentation and classification of all regions is fundamental. The surfaces, road

infrastructure and indeed the target objects can be distinguished visually by their inten-

sity contrast. The statistical analysis of these areas forms the basis of our classification

procedure and will be discussed in Section 5.3.

For the sake of image segmentation we will treat all regions as clutter, the power

return, Ps
r , within the resolution cell of a particular clutter area is governed by the

following factors expressed in the form of a radar equation,

Ps
r ∝ S(R) ·Latm(R) ·Lprop ·σ0(θg,P,hrms,Lc,εr) ·Acell(R,θaz,∆R) (5.1)

where range dependent terms are: S is the radar response characteristic, Latm is an

atmospheric loss, which usually does not exceed 2-3 dB for automotive ranges, Lprop is

the propagation loss and Acell is the area of the resolution cell, governed by the antenna

azimuth beamwidth θaz, and the radar range resolution ∆R. The normalized RCS of the

clutter area σ0 is a function of many factors including grazing angle, θg, polarization, P,
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surface roughness parameters: rms surface height, hrms and correlation length, Lc, and

material dielectric permittivity, εr [98].

In order to provide a more general segmentation algorithm transferrable between

radar systems, all radar response characteristics should be removed from the imagery.

Additionally, propagation effects should be compensated leaving solely the effects of

the surface scattering. The following sub-section describes the calibration procedure.

Image Calibration

A trihedral corner reflector (CR) with an RCS of 17.9 dBsm was placed at ground level

at several ranges (within 5-60m) from the radar and imaged within a narrow FoV of

±5◦, and was measured several times. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5.2(a)

where the average Tx/Rx height is 1.2 m, an example of the imaged CR is shown in Fig.

5.2(b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.2 (a) the experimental setup for measuring radar system response and propagation
loss using a CR, and CR on ground, supported by a mat to prevent blockage by grass;
(b) a radar image of the CR.

To determine if there was a potential effect from surface type, this was carried out

on both grass and asphalt, being two surfaces of significantly different roughness. The

measurement results are shown in Fig. 5.3(a) as blue and red curves. Using the radar

equation and known RCS of the CR we can evaluate propagation loss as function of
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range, which relates also to grazing angle [99]. The modelled free space propagation

loss is shown alongside the measurement results in Fig. 5.3(a) as black curve.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.3 (a) Measured loss compared with the free space propagation model; (b) Average
loss calculated from the grass and asphalt measurements and polynomial loss fit (The
label of x-axis shows both range information and the corresponding grazing angles for
comparison).

It can be seen in Fig. 5.3(a) that at ranges >15 m, the loss follows the free space

model trend. This is due to the radar IF response being flat in this region and multi-

path/ground reflection playing a reduced role when considering a ground-based target.

At ranges <15 m, we observe a deviation from the free space model which may be

attributed to a combination of the drop-off in the radar IF response and antenna elevation

pattern effects. The important conclusion is that the loss is not significantly different

between grass and asphalt measurements and so a common loss curve/calibration can

be used for all imagery, not specific to the surface type we are trying to determine.

Therefore, to this end, a polynomial fit is calculated based on the averaged measure-

ment results of both surfaces, and is used to apply the range response corrections as
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shown in Fig. 5.3(b). The obtained 4th order polynomial was used as a close fit to our

measurements:

L f it
prop =−5.7×10−6R4 +0.001R3 −0.05R2 +0.36R−26.4 (5.2)

Compensation of the radar return w.r.t. range was applied to each range profile

within the radar image frame. Fig. 5.4 shows an example of a range profile before

and after the compensation. This effect is shown across all classes of surface in the

compensated radar map of Fig. 5.1(a) which is shown in Fig. 5.1(c).

Fig. 5.4 Comparison of uncalibrated and calibrated radar range profiles.

Backscatter Coefficient

The sheer variation of grazing angle shown on the x-axis upper scale in Fig. 5.3 is

specific to the short-range topology, distinguishing it from other radar imaging systems

such as airborne and spaceborne synthetic aperture radar. This variation in grazing

angle implies a variation in the rough surface backscatter coefficient σ0 which in general

can be split into 3 regions [100]: linear increase at small grazing angles, plateau at

intermediate grazing angles and exponential increase at high grazing angles. The true
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position and prominence of these transitions are radar and surface specific. Thus, after

range loss compensation (Fig. 5.4) we should either remove the influence of the grazing

angle on the normalized RCS of the clutter, or pre-segment image into regions in range

where we expect a negligible variation of σ0. The former requires a priori knowledge of

the terrain, while for the latter we need to know the behavior of σ0 for the chosen classes

to define range regions of similar returns. The calibration of range profile indicates

that the last two terms of Eq. 5.1, σ0 and Ares, must have compensated each other. To

explain this effect we have first modelled backscatter coefficient as function of grazing

angle using Integral Equation Method [101], which in [102] has shown good agreement

between measured and modelled results for asphalt at 94 GHz.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.5 (a) Back scatter coefficient as a function of frequency and range for a rough
asphalt surface; (b) resolution cell area as a function of range for experimental radar
setup.

Fig. 5.5(a) shows that simulated backscatter coefficient for multiple frequencies

drops as the grazing angle reduces. In Fig. 5.5(b) a plot of the resolution cell area

Ares (in dBsm) calculated using radar parameters (Table 5.1) and elevation above the

ground. Fig. 5.5 therefore highlight the fact that for the real-aperture imaging radar an

increase in resolution cell size with increase in the range counteracts the falloff in the

normalised RCS. It should be noted that this discussion of σ0 relates to our average

received power level and the ability to look further ahead of the vehicle, though at the
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expense of cross-range resolution. It does not account for statistical variations in the

return power between individual resolution cells, which may vary with grazing angle as

the scattering mechanism changes. This potential statistical variation with range will be

discussed in Section 5.3.

5.2.3 Image Format and Data Labelling

Now the data has been described, we discuss its labelling for use in examining potential

features for supervised learning. For path planning, we need to distinguish between

tarmac, other kinds of terrain, roadside objects and road actors (targets). In terms of

image segmentation, this represents the classification into four broad classes such as

tarmac (e.g. asphalt), non-tarmac surface e.g. grass (requiring a vehicle response to

transit from tarmac), shadow and most general-target object regions, which incorporate

all impassable obstacles such as buildings, vehicles, streetlights, traffic signs and trees,

which generally have a higher RCS in the imagery. Shadow regions behind objects are

of particular interest as their identification and subsequent estimation of shadow depth

can provide indirect information about an object’s height. Shadow-like regions will

also be formed from regions of very low backscatter, such as surface water. It should

be noted that the methodology proposed in this study is not limited to these chosen

classes. All radar images are labelled using the labelling tool of Liblable [103, 104].

The tool operates for optical images labelling and so a raster image (RGB image) of the

radar scan must be used, not the raw range-azimuth data; corresponding video imagery

guides the labelling. Thus mapping between two data representations is required to

perform the labelling and corresponding radar data extraction. The representations

are: the radar range-azimuth map pixels (‘resolution cells’) converted and plotted in

Cartesian coordinates in a Plan Position Indicator (PPI) representation and the radar

raster image pixels with three color channels (defined as “raxels” which pertains to

RGB image instead of radar data format). The relationship between resolution cells
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and raxels is shown graphically in Fig. 5.6. A full description of the transformation

may be found in [95], it is very specific to the real aperture radar coordinate map

and its representation and is summarised in Section 5.3.1. The labelled image of the

radar frame in Fig. 5.1(a) is shown in Fig. 5.1(d), where the pixels of the radar raster

image belonging to a specific class are identified by the same color. The pixels of

areas which could not be associated with one of four classes in the optical image due to

restricted visibility or uncertainty are shown as black background in the labelled image.

These will be treated as belonging to an “unknown” class, which can then be refined in

advanced context-based and association approaches.
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Fig. 5.6 Relationship between raxels of rasterised radar images and radar map (resolu-
tion) cells.

5.3 Region Statistical Properties and Feature Extrac-

tion

The distribution parameters of the labelled radar clutter are extracted and analyzed

to determine potential use as feature vectors in the automatic segmentation and clas-

sification procedure. In order to determine the features which provide the greatest
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contrast between region types, distribution fits are made to the probability density

histograms of both the radar absolute intensity values, Vintensity and the dB-power values,

PdB. Weibull and log-Weibull distributions have been widely used in modelling of

ground clutter [105, 106]. Both distributions are considered to model radar intensity

values, and logarithmic power values. Rayleigh and Rice distributions are considered

as reference fits for Gaussian-like clutter and returns consisting of strong components

indicating presence of a target. This relationship between Rayleigh and Rician distri-

butions could be mathematically represented as: if the variable V =
√

X2 +Y 2 where

X ∼ N(νcosθ ,σ2) and Y ∼ N(νsinθ ,σ2) are independent normal random variables (θ

is any real number), then V ∼ Rice(|ν |,σ), and Rayleigh is the special case of Rician

distribution that V ∼ Rayleigh(σ) when ν = 0. In the following section of 5.3.2, this

relationship is used in the analysis of intensity distribution feature as the variables of X

and Y refer to the I and Q components of radar signal, and the variable V refers to the

intensity value.

The definitions of the PDFs of these four distributions are given as:

fweibull(x;λ ,k) =
k
λ
(

x
λ
)k−1e−( x

λ
)k
, (5.3)

flog−wei(x;λ ,k) =
k
λ
(
lnx
λ

)k−1e−( lnx
λ
)k
, (5.4)

frayleigh(x;c,σ) =
(x− c)

σ2 e−(x−c)2/(2σ)2
, (5.5)

frice(x;c,σ ,ν) =
(x− c)

σ2 e
−(x−c)2+ν2

2σ2 I0(
(x− c)ν

σ2 ), (5.6)

where x ≥ 0, fweibull , flog−wei, frayleigh and frice are PDFs of Weibull, log-Weibull,

Rayleigh and Rice distributions, respectively; k and λ are the shape and scale parameters

of Weibull and log-Weibull distributions; c and σ are the location and scale parameters
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of Rayleigh and Rice distributions; ν is the shape parameter of Rice distribution which

gives the distance between the origin point and the center of the bivariate distribution.

I0(z) represents the Bessel function of the first kind with order zero. Rayleigh distri-

bution with σRayleigh = λWeibull/
√

2 is the special case of Weibull distribution whose

shape parameter k = 2.

5.3.1 Methodology for Extracting Distribution Feature

Initially, we need to extract data from regions where a statistically meaningful assess-

ment can be made.

As the image labelling is performed in raxel space on the raster image, (Fig. 5.6),

the initial task is to map these labelled class regions to their appropriate resolution cell

values in the corresponding radar map. The azimuth dimension of each cell depends

on its range. Therefore, raxels in the labeled image at different ranges correspond to

a different number of cells in azimuth, e.g. raxel 1 and raxel 2 shown in Fig. 5.6. A

raxel consists of cnr
rnr

cells in range direction, where cnr is a number of cells and rnr is the

number of raxels within a region of R extent in range. In the case of physical aperture

beamforming the relationship between the sizes of raxels and cells in the azimuth

direction is a function of distance dx. In the azimuth direction, the number of cells

corresponding to one raxel is, round[ cnaR
2Acnrdxsin(0.5◦) ], where cna is number of azimuth

positions in the FoV of A◦. The analysed radar frames are truncated between ranges of

5-25 m, thus R=20 m. The FoV A = 90◦, cnr = 668 and cna = 199 (0.5◦ azimuth step

between range profiles). The rasterised image resolution gives, rnr = 308, so one raxel

consists of 3×2 cells at the range of 5 m and 3×1 cells at the range of 25 m [95]. In

order to simplify the process of cell extraction, we disregard this difference and take

the larger 3×2 cells for each raxel whatever the range to the raxel. This guarantees all

cell intensities of the ROI are extracted, though some will be extracted multiple times.
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To remove multiple counts, the co-ordinates of the extracted cells are compared, and

repeats are discarded.

It should be noted that the transformation between raxels and cells may be simplified

(potentially 1-to-1) if the data was labelled on a rasterized rectangular range-azimuth

radar plot (B-scope). The choice to label on the PPI was made due to the direct visual

equivalence between this and the ground truth camera imagery, which aids the labeling

process.

As discussed in section 5.2.2 it is important to investigate variation of statistical

characteristics for each class as a function of grazing angle. The grazing angle across

the truncated image area varies from 11◦ to 2.3◦ and at ranges >25 m the grazing angle

variation is insignificant. Due to the significant changes in the grazing angle, range

segmentation into regions of 5 m extent will be performed.

Class datasets extracted from all available radar frames are further divided into

arrays of size 1000 to produce statistically meaningful histogram plots using a consistent

number of intensity values for investigating each class.

5.3.2 Distribution Fitting to Region Intensity Statistics

Fig. 5.7 presents exemplar histograms of I and Q components, and the radar intensity

values for the four region classes. Fig. 5.7(a), 5.7(b) and 5.7(c), 5.7(d) show that the

components of the returns from asphalt and shadows area are distributed normally

with zero mean, which justify use of Rayleigh and Rice distributions for their intensity

distribution analysis (Fig. 5.7(i), 5.7(j)). However, the I and Q components of grass

and objects areas shown in Fig. 5.7(e), 5.7(f) and 5.7(g), 5.7(h), deviate from normal

distribution and the histograms of intensity values in Fig. 5.7(k) and 5.7(l) are better

fit by a Weibull distribution. Only radar intensity values are discussed here for feature

analysis as the phase information is found to show limited effects on the feature

differentiation based on our study.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Fig. 5.7 The probability density histogram plots and distribution fits of I and Q compo-
nents (a)-(h) and Vintensity (i)-(l), for the four classes.

The scale ranges of Vintensity (horizontal axes) increase successively from shadows

to asphalt to grass, with highest values corresponding to “object” class. The probability

density scales (vertical axes) reflect the increasing spread of intensities for these classes

with higher median values.
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To estimate the intensity histogram fit errors, the normalized RMSD will be used,

which averages the individual RMSDs over all histogram bins:

NRMSD =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

√
(ν

(n)
PDF −ν

(n)
hist)

2

|ν(n)
hist |

(5.7)

where N is the number of bins, νPDF and νhist are the PDF fit value (center of the

histogram bin) and the histogram value of each bin respectively.

Fig. 5.8 Results of NRMSDs between PDF fits and the density histograms of intensity
values extracted from the four class region types.

The NRMSD results are shown in Fig. 5.8, in which the error bars represent the

standard deviation of the fit errors, estimated from fits to all instances of the class

regions in the labelled dataset. The result confirms observations in Fig. 5.7 that Weibull

and log-Weibull have smaller fitting error and deviation than Rayleigh and Rician

distributions for all four classes. Also the smallest deviation is shown for the shadows

and largest for the object class which are intuitively obvious results as the latter is very

different from the traditional distributed clutter, while the former should be close to the

noise floor of the receiver due to fundamental absence of reflections.

We should stress here, that while finding the ‘correct’ distribution is important task

for characterization of radar returns and essential for understanding of the underlying

physical processes, it is not our goal—we want to compare parameters of the same
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distribution when applied to different classes to determine if there is sufficient param-

eter contrast to discriminate and classify an ROI within the image. The Weibull fit

distribution parameters extracted from Vintensity for the four region types are shown in

Fig. 5.9. Log-Weibull is omitted due to its similar fitting performance, Rayleigh and

Rician are omitted due to their poorer fitting performance and thus greater variations

in distribution parameters for a given class. Each point represents the mean value of

the specific parameter evaluated for all areas of the same class in our dataset within

a prescribed range group (discussed in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.1), the error bar repre-

sents the standard deviation. We draw the following conclusions 1) object areas show

significant difference when compared to the other classes; 2) most parameters show

a monotonic trend of change with increase of range; 3) for all clutter classes, except

object, Weibull shape parameter k is close to 2 which shows that conventional clutter

returns are close to Rayleigh distribution; 4) There are large overlaps between feature

parameters extracted from areas of asphalt, grass and shadows and significant variation

in parameter values for the object class. This will result in classification confusion when

using distribution parameters derived from the Vintensity data representation.

Fig. 5.9 The distribution parameters obtained from Weibull distribution fit of Vintensity
as a function of range gate.
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Next, we will estimate the distribution of class region statistics from both uncali-

brated and calibrated dB-power radar maps to determine if this can improve parameter

contrast.

5.3.3 Distribution Fitting to Uncalibrated and Calibrated Region

Power Statistics

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 5.10 (a)-(h) Density histograms and PDF fits for uncalibrated (left column) and
calibrated (right column) radar map dB-power values.

Corresponding density histograms and PDF fits for exemplar region dB-power

statistics, PdB, are shown in Fig. 5.10. Shadow has the smallest variation of radar power

compared to other classes, as it is defined by the electronic noise of radar transceiver

rather than any reflected signal. Comparison of the histograms in Fig. 5.10(c), 5.10(d)

and 5.10(e), 5.10(f) show that grass area returns follow a slightly wider bell shape

distribution than that of asphalt, which can be explained by wider deviations in the
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height profile of grass within regions. The areas containing target return demonstrate a

wide intensity spread and evidence of bimodality.

However again let’s stress that for the purposes of showing that classes have dis-

tinctive differences, we may fit unimodal distributions for all classes. Comparing the

uncalibrated and calibrated PdB histograms shows that calibration will shift the median

and slightly change the distribution scale parameter.

Fig. 5.11 presents the results of fitting errors estimated based on the PdB of radar

clutters. Weibull and log-Weibull distributions show comparable fit errors to the four

classes and have smaller fitting errors than Rayleigh and Rician. Thus, Fig. 5.12 shows

the distribution parameters of uncalibrated (a) and calibrated (b) dB-power region

statistics resulting from the Weibull fit.

Fig. 5.11 NRMSEs of PDF fits to the density histograms of uncalibrated radar power
map regions for the four classes.

The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. For results of both uncalibrated and range calibrated data, the scale parameter, λ ,

showed significant contrast between different classes.

2. The λ parameter obtained from the uncalibrated PdB decreases with range for

all four classes, although for shadows it has distinctively less change than for

other classes. Importantly, for classes other than shadow, this decreasing trend is

reduced after the calibration and therefore we may assume that the same class will
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have similar statistical parameters across the full range of the calibrated image. By

contrast, the calibration leads to an increase in shadow. parameter values which

again indicates its essentially different physical nature of shadow—calibration

results in an invalid increase of receiver noise floor values, rather than actual

calibration of returned powers.

3. The results for Weibull shape parameter, k, mainly stresses the contrast between

objects and other classes, with calibration improving the object parameter separa-

tion, but reducing that of shadow.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.12 The parameters obtained from Weibull distribution fit to uncalibrated PdB (a),
and calibrated PdB; (b) Range values indicate the upper value of a range gate.

We may conclude that the parameters obtained from the PdB data showed higher

contrast than Vintensity and calibrated and uncalibrated data representations both have

their own advantages for parameter contrast. Thus, both representations will be tested

in discrimination of different classes.
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5.4 Classification Based on Statistical Distribution Fea-

tures

Here we propose the supervised classification algorithm based on the MGD model in

which the extracted parameters of the Weibull distributions for each class are used as

feature parameters. This model has previously been used for unsupervised anomaly

detection [107]. At this stage the automotive radar image dataset is separated into

training and test data to verify the model performance.

5.4.1 Classification Algorithm Based on MGD Model

The general definition of the MGD PDF is denoted as:

p(xt) =
1

(2n)
n
2 |∑| 1

2
e−

1
2 (xt−M)T

∑
−1(xt−M) (5.8)

where xt = [ f1, f2, ..., fn] is a feature vector consisting of n different random variables,

M is the vector of their mean values M = [µ1,µ2, ...,µn], ∑ is their covariance matrix

and |∑| is its determinant. In our case the random variables are the previously identified

statistical distribution parameters and will be termed hereon in as feature parameters.

To use the MGD formulation for classification we must include a training phase, this is

a significantly different methodology than when used solely for anomaly detection. The

training stage involves the calculation of one M, and one Σ per class c for the C classes

under consideration i.e. Mc and Σc. This is accomplished using a class training feature

parameter set Xc
tr, extracted from the training data.

Xc
tr =


Fc

1,1 . . . Fc
1,n

... . . . ...

Fc
m,1 . . . Fc

m,n

 (5.9)
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where Fc
i, j is an instance of a training feature and i = {1 . . .m} labels the number of

samples (observations) of the j = {1 . . .n} feature parameters, i.e. the number of regions

of a particular class from which the feature parameters have been extracted. The values

µc
j in Mc and elements of Σc are calculated as follows:

µ
c
j =

1
m

m

∑
i=1

Fc
i, j,

c

∑
j,ν

=
1
m
(Fc

i, j −µ
c
j )(F

c
i,ν −µ

c
ν)

T . (5.10)

Once MGD’s for all classes have been trained, a test vector of feature parameters

xt , from an unknown class region can be evaluated using Eq. 5.8 to obtain a p-value,

pc(xt) from each class MGD. The p-values give the probability that the test set belongs

to a particular class, further evaluation of the obtained set of p-values is used to assign a

single class type to a region. This involves 2 stages of decision making, which will be

described later in this sub-section and expanded upon in Section 5.5.2.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.13 Probability density histograms of extracted statistical parameters and normal
PDF fits for “asphalt” class: (a) Weibull shape parameter λ ; (b) Weibull scale parameter
k.

In order for a multi-variate statistic (n -variate in this case) to be Gaussian, each of

its n variables should be Gaussian, thus for the MGD to model our feature parameters

exactly, the distributions of the parameters should ideally be Gaussian. Examples of the

density histograms for Weibull λ and k feature parameters for instances of the asphalt

class, are shown in Fig. 5.13 with corresponding Gaussian fits. Although there are some
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small observable discrepancies between the data and normal fit, similar to discussion

in Section 5.3.2 regarding distribution fits, the MGD framework may still be used and

approximates our parameters as Gaussian variables.

An example of the covariance matrix calculated for training feature parameters, λ

and k of asphalt areas is shown in Eq. 5.11:

Σkλ =

 8.22 −0.21

−0.21 5.3

 (5.11)

This indicates λ and k have low correlation since the absolute values of non-diagonal

elements are close to 0.

Fig. 5.14 Comparison between the generated bi-variate (λ and k-variates) Gaussian PDF
for asphalt (colourmap indicates probability density) and the training feature parameter
values (blue markers).

Fig. 5.14 shows the bi-variate Gaussian distribution generated using Eq. 5.8, the

covariance matrix in Eq. 5.11 and the corresponding mean values µλ and µk. The

circular shape again highlights the low correlation between features. The training

feature parameter values are plotted with blue markers and show good agreement with

the generated distribution—this emphasises that the MGD framework approximates our

parameter distributions well.
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To estimate performance of the MGD classifier, Weibull shape, k, and scale, λ ,

factors from uncalibrated (“unc” ) and calibrated (“cal”) dB-power data are evaluated

as feature parameters in the following combinations: i) x(1)t =
[
wunc

λ
,wunc

k

]
; ii) x(2)t =[

wcal
λ
,wcal

k

]
; iii) x(3)t =

[
wunc

λ
,wunc

k ,wcal
λ
,wcal

k

]
; the effect of training sample size on

performance is also examined. The full MGD model for the first case, combining the

individual MGD’s for each class, can be represented as:

pMGD(xt) =

[
p1(xt ,Σ1,M1), . . . , pc(xt ,∑

c
,Mc)

]
(5.12)

Test ROI’s are selected from the labeled data. Each ROI is further divided into equal

sample sub-regions. Feature parameters are extracted from each sub-ROI and form the

input to the trained MGD model. The class with the highest p-value, pc(xt ,∑c,Mc),

identifies a sub-ROI as belonging to that class—this is the first stage of classification.

Thus, within each initial ROI we may have many sub-ROI’s labelled differently accord-

ing to their individual result of classification. In the second stage of classification, the

whole ROI is labelled as the class represented by the largest number of sub-ROI’s. In

general, more complex metrics can be used for the voting of the class at the second

stage of classification.

5.4.2 Estimation of Classification Performance

We use the F1-score [108] as a general assessment tool for estimating the performance

of classification on the test dataset. The definition of the F1-score calculation is based

on the precision and recall estimation of the classification results:

F1 =
2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

(5.13)
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in which, recall and precision are:

precision =
Tp

Tp +Fp
;recall =

Tp

Tp +Fn
(5.14)

where Tp, Fp and Fn are the number of true positives, false positives and false negative

obtained from the confusion matrix results. We will evaluate the impacts of (i) the

calibration of radar data and (ii) the size of the training dataset on performance of

classification, the F1-score results are shown in Fig. 5.15 and 5.16.

Fig. 5.15 F1-score results obtained from the classification algorithm. (Legend labels F
and S indicate results of first and second stages of classification and U and C correspond
to the use of uncalibrated and calibrated power data respectively.)

In Fig. 5.15, the F1-score at each classification stage are plotted for each class

presented on x-axis. The results for the three types of feature parameter compositions,

x(1)t , x(2)t and x(3)t described in Section 5.4.1 are represented using different line types,

and results of first and second stage of classification are shown by different markers.

The results of first stage of classification showed that F1-scores of asphalt and grass

areas are effectively improved by use of features from calibrated data, either solely

or in combination with uncalibrated. By contrast, the F1-score of shadows showed

the opposite effect where use of x(1)t results in better performance than that of x(2)t ,
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however the combination of both, x(3)t , showed the best F1-score. These conclusions

are consistent with the results and discussion in section 5.3.3, where we stressed the

physically different mechanisms behind the clutter returns and shadows and the effect

of calibration the distribution/feature parameters. The F1 score results of targets showed

similar performance for all x(1)t , x(2)t and x(3)t since feature parameters obtained from

uncalibrated and calibrated data all demonstrate high contrast with respect to other

classes. For the results of second stage of classification, the utilization of features from

both uncalibrated and calibrated dB-power data improved the F1-score performance,

especially for the asphalt, grass and shadow classes.

Fig. 5.16 F1-score results of classification algorithm for varied amounts of training data,
using combined features case x(3)t .

In Fig. 5.16, F1-scores for the combined feature case x(3)t are plotted as function

of the size of the training dataset, which was varied from 80% of the available dataset

(330 frames) to 10%. Results for different areas are presented using different color.

The results showed no obvious monotonic trend for different amounts of training

data, however the F1 score of the second stage of classification did drop when using

only a small fraction for training. Therefore, this classification algorithm does not

significantly depend on the amount of training data, which infers a high consistency of
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statistical parameters over all instances of class regions in the dataset. The comparison

between results of first and second-stage of classification showed that classification

performance is significantly improved in the second stage. This is also highlighted in

the corresponding confusion matrices in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The F1-scores of the first

stage of classification are not higher than 0.825, and that of the second stage are above

0.95.

Table 5.2 Confusion matrix after first stage of classification combined cali-
brated/uncalibrated features.

Predicted
Asphalt Grass Shadows Objects

Actual

Asphalt 7020 121 1389 37
Grass 97 3510 0 472

Shadows 112 0 3149 4
Objects 1 319 0 2748

Recall 0.82 0.86 0.96 0.90
Precision 0.97 0.89 0.69 0.84
F1 score 0.89 0.87 0.81 0.87

Table 5.3 Confusion matrix after second stage of classification combined cali-
brated/uncalibrated features.

Predicted
Asphalt Grass Shadows Objects

Actual

Asphalt 252 0 7 0
Grass 1 180 0 5

Shadows 2 0 180 0
Objects 0 5 0 257

Recall 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.98
Precision 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.98
F1 score 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.98

5.5 Automatic Segmentation of Radar Imagery

Till this point, we have shown the development and performance of the segmentation

algorithm on fully labelled data. Now we move to the discussion of automatic segmen-
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tation and classification of a single test frame. The processing flowchart is shown in

Fig. 5.17 and processing steps will be explained in the following sub-sections.

Fig. 5.17 Block diagram of the automatic segmentation on automotive radar image
based on distribution feature extraction and MGD classification model.

5.5.1 Image Pre-segmentation Using the Watershed Transform

An image pre-segmentation stage is used to define the ROI’s within which the classifi-

cation and region merging stages are applied.

The most widely used methods of image segmentation based on RGB information

are thresholding [99], edge detection [109], region growing [110] and WT method

[111]. In this chapter, the marker-based WT method is used to generate the closed

contours of the regions in the radar imagery, which will be subject to classification. The

principle of the WT in OpenCV is given in [111] and full description of the method

can be found in computer vision literature, e.g. [112–114]. Here we will only briefly

describe main steps undertaken.

First, a greyscale image generated from the radar image is binarised using a threshold

on raxel values. The threshold value utilized here is by default in OpenCV, and it can

be set manually to mitigate the over- or under-segmented areas. Markers for the WT
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are produced by subtracting the erosion binary image from the dilated binary image,

producing a set of broken edges. These are then connected in the WT process to

form the contours of sub-regions within the image, generating what we term a pre-

segmented image. Results of this process using the uncalibrated and calibrated radar

imagery are presented in Fig. 5.18—the extracted region contours are superimposed

over intensity maps. It clearly demonstrates more robust performance of the method on

the calibrated image Fig. 5.18(b), with the uncalibrated image Fig. 5.18(a) displaying

both under-segmented regions containing mixed classes and over-segmented areas.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.18 The pre-segmentation results obtained using (a) uncalibrated and (b) calibrated
radar images after single application of WT. (‘O’ indicates an over-segmented region,
‘U’ an under-segmented one.)

A single WT on a calibrated image is enough to produce region pre-segmentation,

uncalibrated imagery would require multiple applications of the WT—this increases

the algorithm complexity and computation time.

5.5.2 Region Merging Using MGD-based Classification Method

After pre-segmentation, which may result in potentially over-segmented ROIs, the

identification and merging of similar regions is performed within the classification

procedure described in Section 5.4.1. The input is the pre-segmented test automotive

radar image which may include ROIs which do not necessarily correspond to any of the
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defined classes. Therefore, to stress that for some regions the confidence in finding the

correct class is low, another class “unknown” is introduced. This is a class containing

the regions which show no obvious bias to any of the other classes in one of two distinct

ways, described below. Firstly, the output p-values of the MGD model evaluated for

specific ROI sub-regions are normalized using the softmax function defined as:

pso f t,c =
ePc

∑
C
c=1 ePc

(5.15)

in which pc represents the original p-values obtained from the MGD model and to

reiterate, C is the number of classes (4 in this case). The softmax function allows

elimination of large differences between the original p values. The “unknown” label

will be assigned in the first stage of classification to the sub-ROI’s where all pso f t,c

values are smaller than a threshold tu. The sub-ROI’s for which at least one pso f t,c > tu

will be classified according to the highest pso f t,c value. In this work we used a threshold

tu = 1
C + ε where ε is a small value, in our case 0.01, though this is a subject for further

optimization. Table 5.4 gives examples of areas which are classified as either “known”

classes (case 1 and case 2) or “unknown” (case 3). The three cases discussed here are

actually asphalt class.

Table 5.4 Example of original p-values and softmax normalized values and their class
determination.

Case
Original class p-values pc Softmax p-values pso f t,c Class
pa pg ps po pso f t,a pso f t,g pso f t,s pso f t,o

1 2e4 5e-3 2e-33 1e-58 1 0 0 0 Asphalt
2 0.4 5e-9 2e-3 5e-6 0.33 0.22 0.22 0.22 Asphalt
3 2e-4 1e-19 4e-40 1e-6 0.25 0.249 0.249 0.249 Unknown

Secondly, the ROI will be classified as an “unknown” area if the highest score in the

second stage of classification is not unique.

It should be stressed here that the pre-segmented image may consist of over-

segmented areas which could be too small to extract a statistically meaningful number
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of power values, PdB, upon which to perform a distribution fit and extract parameters.

These small areas are extended to a square region of raxels in the size of 30×30 around

the center point. Then the feature extraction will be performed within the extended area.

The raxels of the classified ROI will be labeled and colour-coded according to the

assigned class, this operation will then be repeated for the next ROI.

5.5.3 Results of Automatic Segmentation of Automotive Radar Im-

ages

An example of an automatic segmentation result is illustrated in Fig. 5.19, which shows

the annotated ground truth image of the scene (a), annotated calibrated radar frame (b),

manually labelled image (c) and the automatically segmented and labelled image in (d).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5.19 (a) Ground truth optical image; (b) calibrated automotive radar image; the
manually labeled image (c) and automatically segmented radar image (d).
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Annotations in the Figure are: A, B, C, D are pedestrians, traffic sign, wall, and

bush, respectively and all are of the class ‘object’. E is the road surface (class asphalt),

F is grassed area (class “grass”) and G is a region of shadow of the wall (class shadow),

white represents unclassified regions. Square bounding boxes are used for annotation of

objects and circles identify surfaces.

Comparing Fig. 5.19(c) and 5.19(d) one can see that most of the objects and surfaces

in the labeled image Fig. 5.19(c) are classified correctly in the full segmented image

5.19(d). Unclassified regions are present e.g. a region of pavement near the annotation

E. Pavement regions are currently included in the asphalt class, in Fig. 5.19(b) however

there is noticeable difference in the regions surface returns in contrast to its asphalt

surroundings. This may just be an anomalously rough patch of surface, inclusion of

a ‘pavement’ class may remedy the confusion in the classification. Another important

feature is the region classified as a patch of grass (within circle E) within the asphalt

road surface, this is a manhole cover. Importantly, it has been classified as a surface

type feature rather than object and so could still be traversed, but the contrast can warn

a vehicle to prepare for a transition. It may also be seen as an anomalous region within

the large region of asphalt road and contextually this may aid identification—again

additional classes may also be added.

The automatic segmentation results of 4 successive frames of a radar “movie” (radar

snapshots) are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 5.20. Corresponding optical ground

truth snapshots and calibrated automotive radar images are on the top and middle row

respectively. The imaged scenes are mainly composed of areas of road tarmac, grass,

traffic signs and trees on the grass area. The segmented images show that the majority

of regions such as the areas of asphalt, grass and objects are properly segmented using

the WT method and correctly classified based on the MGD model. The moving vehicle

in different frames shown passing through the scene is also identified correctly with

well-defined shape.
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Fig. 5.20 The automatically segmented results of four consecutive frames of automotive
radar imagery: a-d(1) are the optical images; a-d(2) are the calibrated automotive radar
images and a-d(3) are the results of automatic segmentation. (Region colour coding
equivalent to Fig. 5.19)

There are some incorrect classifications of areas. This may be caused by the over-

merging of regions in the pre-segmentation. For example, area B in Fig. 5.20 b(3) shows

that the shadow area has merged with the larger asphalt area and is incorrectly classified

as asphalt. Similarly area G in Fig. 5.20 d(3) shows that the asphalt or kerbside merged

with the lawn area and is incorrectly classified as grass area. Some regions have been

classed as “unknown” areas, such as A in a(3), C in b(3) and F in c(3), which are
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primarily object regions containing lampposts and signage, and E, an area of grass in

c(3). However, each of these unclassified regions are in fact correctly classified in at

least one of the 4 segmented images. In the next stages of research, we plan to improve

confidence of true positive classification by using frame-to-frame region tracking and

associations within a succession of frames.

The numerical estimation of the accuracy of the automatic segmentation and classi-

fication is conducted based on a test data set consisting of 120 continuous image frames

and utilises the JSC [115]. In the performance analysis we exclude segments which,

though classified as one of the known classes in automatic segmentation, cannot be

confirmed by ground truth and were marked as black areas in the manually labelled

images. The JSC for each class is defined as:

Jclass =
A f s ∩Alabel

Alabel
(5.16)

where A f s is the number of correctly classified raxels overlapping with the labelled data

regions of that class and Alabel is the total number of raxels of corresponding class in

the labeled data.

The averages of the JSCs of the four area classes are presented in Table 5.5. Areas

of asphalt have the highest JSC of 0.81 and the areas of grass and object show the lowest

value of 0.64.

The JSC’s for the single frame image segmentation of a relatively complex scene

are encouraging. As mentioned previously, improvement will be made by considering

results of consecutive frames of the radar movies.

Table 5.5 The JSCs of the automatically segmented radar images and the labeled images.

Areas Asphalt Grass Shadows Objects
Average JSC 0.81 0.64 0.79 0.64
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5.6 Conclusions

An algorithm for automatic segmentation and classification of automotive high-resolution

radar images is presented in this chapter. The two main steps in this algorithm are: 1)

initial image pre-segmentation using WT method; 2) supervised region classification

into chosen classes, utilizing statistical parameters of radar image regions as feature pa-

rameters in a proposed MGD classifier. The features were based on Weibull distribution

parameters extracted from image data represented in dB-power units, this showed better

contrast between features/classes than when considering radar intensity values.

As performance metrics, the F1 score and JSC have been used to assess the results of

classification/segmentation. They showed good performance of the proposed algorithm

to reconstruct the content of single (stand alone) radar image frames.

It was shown that the proposed two stage classification process can significantly

improve the accuracy of the automatic classification.

A detailed range-power calibration process has been described and shown to vitally

enhance the image pre-segmentation process when compared to using uncalibrated data.

Segmentation/classification depends highly on the result of pre-segmentation by WT

and this should be subject of further studies to determine the feedback mechanism to

compensate the occasional inaccuracies of initial segmentation.

It was demonstrated that the calibration tends to reduce the variation of the feature

parameters over the extent of the radar imagery. In general the Weibull statistical

(feature) parameters for dB-power radar imagery show good separation between classes,

the exception to this is the shadow class which has overlap with other classes in the

scale factor k parameter, this motivates the inclusion of uncalibrated data features in

order to improve classification of all classes.

Further work will also include context-based analysis to enhance classification, for

example: anomalous regions within large extents of a particular class.
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Finally, we will investigate the full use of multiple consecutive frames of radar

movie to improve confidence of classification.
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The End-to-End Segmentation on

Automotive Radar Imagery with MTI
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6.1 Introduction

Autonomous driving (AD) requires full scene assessment for effective path planning,

which in the case of automotive imaging radar requires the development of novel

approaches to characterize the whole scene within the field of view and to decompose it

into stationary scenes with labeled entities and moving actors. The concept of image

segmentation on automotive radar maps has been proposed in Chapter 5. The automatic

segmentation on automotive radar imagery uses the hybrid method (HM) initially

introduced in SAR image segmentation, which includes pre-segmentation based on

watershed transformation (WT) [116] and supervised region classification based on

MGD classifier [107]. In this chapter, we develop the end-to-end (E2E) radar image

segmentation with moving target indication (MTI) based on frame-to-frame association

(F2FA). To reduce confusion due to unambiguous correspondence between radar cells

and pixels of segments or regions of interest present in our previous work using PPI

radar maps, the image is now segmented in the B-scope radar map representation.

The estimation on maximum segmentation and classification ranges of various areas

allows the recommendation of the automotive radar parameters to achieve the region

classification task at useful ranges. The segmentation will be made in a two-step process

where 1) areas of strong returns will be identified after Canny-edge detection, and 2)

remaining areas of weak returns, closer to the radar noise level, will be assessed to

distinguish between shadows and low RCS clutter areas using an appropriate threshold.

F2FA is utilized to distinguish moving objects based on overlap features and also to

re-classify ill-determined unknown areas from the two-step segmentation.

The technique of MTI is used in scenarios where the removal of clutter is paramount

for the detection of targets [117]. It has been successfully developed in the field of

automotive radar system [118, 119], airborne surveillance radar [120], through the wall

detection [121], indoor tracking [122] and SAR [123]. Traditional MTI methods use

Kalman filters for the special case of linear dynamical systems with Gaussian noise
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[124, 125]. Our implementation achieves the MTI based on the classification results

of individual radar frames. We would like to stress that Doppler information is not

available here for achieving MTI due to the large pulse repetition interval (PRI) of our

radar system with high-resolution imagery. Therefore, the procedure of tracking is

identified as F2FA instead of using Doppler information. The overlaps of moving and

stationary objects between frames have been estimated and utilized for distinguishing

them. Additionally, the ‘unknown areas’, which show low bias to any of the considered

classes within the two steps of single frame segmentation, have been improved by F2FA.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 introduces the automotive radar

image dataset which utilizes B-scope radar maps. We estimate the noise floor hitting

ranges of different areas to understand the maximum range where segmentation can

be achieved. Section 6.3 states the details of single frame segmentation in E2E seg-

mentation. Section 6.4 proposes the concept of F2FA which delivers: 1) MTI and 2)

re-classification of unknown areas. In section 6.5, both results with and without MTI

have been estimated and discussed. Jaccard similarity coefficients (JSCs) of segmenta-

tion results are investigated and compared with results in Chapter 5. Finally, conclusions

are formulated and further steps are outlined.

6.2 B-scope Radar Map Dataset

6.2.1 B-scope Radar Map

In Chapter 5, we have given the details of the radar systems used, the dataset, and the

processing approach. The region classification based on statistical properties of selected

area classes requires initial labeling based on the assessment of the radar power return

map, which carries physical information on scattering properties of regions positioned

in range and azimuth as defined by radar resolution.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6.1 (a) is the PPI radar map; (b) B-scope map of the same size (802×199) of radar
cells; (c) ground truth - photo.

Two data mapping representations can be used for scene mapping by high-resolution

automotive radar: plan position indicator (PPI) radar map and B-scope radar map. PPI

representation has been used in Chapter 5 which can provide a good view of position

and shape of objects as shown in Fig. 6.1(a) for the scene in Fig. 6.1(c). The radar range-

azimuth map pixels are defined as resolution cells, and the radar raster image pixels

with three color channels are defined as raxels. The mapping between raxels of the PPI

map, and cells of the radar return power map is achieved by sophisticated coordinate

transformation calculation since the size of radar cells is range-dependent in the PPI

map. To simplify the mapping between raxels of the PPI map and cells of the radar

return power map and reduce the confusion due to ambiguous correspondence between

regions expressed in radar cells and pixels, the B-scope radar map representation (Fig.

6.1(b) of the scene in Fig. 6.1(c)) is considered here. B-scope radar maps with power
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returns calibrated as in Chapter 5 will therefore be considered as the input into the E2E

segmentation to produce segmented ROIs for further classification.

The radar data used in the example of Fig. 6.1 were collected using experimental

high-resolution 79 GHz FMCW real aperture radar, designed by the University of Birm-

ingham and ELVA-1 [126], though the approach is applicable to any high-resolution

imagery. More details of the parameters of automotive radar system are given in Chapter

5. The data was recorded from a moving vehicle platform within the urban environment

of the campus of the University of Birmingham, UK. The data collection is conducted

based on the rear-facing automotive radar from a forward-moving car, and the following

analysis, especially in F2FA, will be done reciprocal by assuming that the front radar

collects data when the car moves forward.

Regions are classified according to several chosen classes which would define

passable vs unpassable regions: asphalt, grass, shadow and somewhat arbitrary “object”,

which includes various roadside and urban objects such as buildings, pedestrians,

signposts [126]. For each, instead of traditional beam-filling RCS, we will use NRCS

of distributed clutter to stress the general extended nature of regions in the clutter map

to be segmented [126]. The whole dataset, which contains 330 frames of radar maps,

is divided into three parts which are: 30% used as training dataset, 30% as validation

dataset, and 40% used as test dataset. The whole dataset is manually labeled and used

for statistic feature extraction and the estimation of segmentation performance.

Let’s stress that while physical beamforming with mechanical steering has been used

for data collection and scene mapping here, the methodology developed is applicable to

any radar image, obtained as a result of physical, MIMO, or synthetic beamforming.
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6.2.2 Estimation of Maximum Segmentation/Classification range.

Here we will consider the physical margins of applicability of image segmentation

process by finding ranges to which regions can be classified unambiguously w.r.t.

particular radar parameters.

As discussed previously in Chapter 5, in imaging radar we will treat the radar map

as a clutter map, considering main classes such as asphalt, grass, objects, and shadows.

The power return as a function of range is governed by multiple factors, as expressed in

the following radar equation:

Pr = S(R) ·Latm(R) ·Lprop(R,λ ) ·σ (6.1)

Here, S(R) = PtG2α is the radar response characteristic, Pt is the transmitted power,

G is the antenna gain, α is the receiver response. Latm(R) is an atmospheric loss,

Lprop(R,λ ) is the propagation loss, λ is the wave length, σ is the radar cross section

where for clutter σ = σ0(θg,P,hrms,Lc,εr) ·Acell . Here σ0 is the NRCS which depends

on grazing angle, θg, polarization P, surface roughness hrms, correlation length Lc and

dielectric permittivity of the surface material εr. Acell is the area of resolution cell:

Acell = ∆R ·∆x = ∆Rcos(θg)R. Here, ∆R = 2R · tan(θaz/2) is the cross-range dimension

of the illuminated area, σaz is the 3dB azimuth beamwidth, ∆x is the range resolution

and ∆xgnd is the ground range resolution. The parameters of radar to be used to calculate

received power are given in Table. 6.1.

Table 6.1 The feature parameters of the automotive radar system.

It G α λ θaz
17 dBm 30 dB -23 dB 0.0038 m 17◦

The noise floor can be considered as a constant defined by:

Pnoise = kT0BFnoise (6.2)
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where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T0 is the temperature of the receiver, B is bandwidth

and Fnoise is the noise figure. Let’s stress here that shadow is a special class which

though being seen on the imagery as the area of low return, physically represents not a

reflection, but noise floor of the radar.

Therefore, our task will be to find ranges to which selected classes, characterized

by σ0 can be resolved, or in other words, their returns will be above the noise floor.

The smallest of such ranges will define the boundary, where image segmentation can

characterize scenes completely. At longer ranges, some clutter returns will be under the

noise floor, and therefore may be incorrectly classified as shadow areas. This allows

recommendations on the transmit power and noise performance of the automotive radar

system to achieve the region classification task at useful ranges.

The measured average power level estimated from the labeled non-calibrated auto-

motive radar image dataset covering a selected range of 5 m-55 m is shown in Fig. 6.2.

As expected at shorter ranges the power decreases more rapidly with the range due to

more rapid change of grazing angle, and then return power asymptotically approaches

the radar noise floor at long ranges. The average value of noise floor is calculated as

-120 dBm in the following estimation.

Fig. 6.2 The measured average power levels of un-calibrated radar data with respect to
range gates and the calibration array utilized for power level calibration.
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The factor to be equalized within calibration can be represented mathematically as:

Fcal = S(R) ·Latm(R) ·Lprop(R,λ ) (6.3)

and obtained by applying the polynomial loss fit curve to the returns from the trihedral

corner reflector (CR) used as a reference target positioned at different ranges [126].

The practical calibration values utilized for whitening the radar return power level is

presented as red plot in Fig. 6.2 which is obtained according to Eq. 6.1:

Fcal =
PCR

meas
σCR

(6.4)

where PCR
meas is the measured return power level of CR and σCR is the RCS of CR which

corresponds to the factor of σ in Eq. 6.1 in the case of the reference target. After

applying the calibration of return power w.r.t range, we intended to classify the regions

independently on their range.

According to Eq. 6.1, the NRCS of various areas can be calculated as:

σ0 =
Pmeas

Fcal ·Acell
(6.5)

Here, Acell is calculated based on the parameters of the radar system. The estimated

NRCS of different classes as a function of range/grazing angle are presented in Fig.

6.3(a).

The NRCS tends to flatten at longer ranges, therefore for the ranges beyond 30 m the

following average NRCSs will be used for the calculation of max ranges (hitting range)

to which each class will be resolved, being above the noise floor: σ
asphalt
0 = −41.4

dBsm/sm, σ
grass
0 and σ

ob jects
0 =−33.4 dBsm/sm, respectively. The estimated σ

asphalt
0

shows agreement with the published measured backscattering coefficients of dry asphalt

in [127], which means our estimation is reliable. The σ
ob jects
0 is arbitrarily defined as it

includes a large number of different targets with a significant difference in return. Fig.
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6.3(a) shows median values of NRCSs and Fig. 6.3(b) indicates the range of potential

values of areas of grass and objects. The comparison between the density histograms

of σ
ob jects
0 and σ

grass
0 in Fig. 6.3(b) indicates that the σ

ob jects
0 covers a wider NRCSs

range than σ
grass
0 as expected.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.3 (a) The estimated mean NRCSs of various areas based on the measured return
power level. (b) The density histograms of NRCSs of grass and objects.

The measured average return power at ranges up to 55 m, and the evaluated values

by use of NRCSs of selected classes at ranges up to 200 m are shown in Fig. 6.4, so

that noise hitting ranges are estimated by the intersection with the noise power level.

The smallest hitting range is of asphalt and it defines the region, R(1), where the full

segmentation on all areas can be achieved in the ideal case. The longest range relates to

the class “objects”, after which the image segmentation may not be possible since all

returns are predominantly under the noise floor.

Table 6.2 Parameters of automotive radar systems

Radar system INRAS TI NXP Polarad79
Transmitted power (dBm) 10 12 10 17

Antenna gain RX (dBi) 15 10 15 30
Antenna gain TX (dBi) 17 10 17 30

Noise floor (dBm) -131 -117 -130 -120

The transmitted power, antenna gains, and noise floor of some practical automotive

radar development kits [128, 129] are shown in Table 6.2, alongside the bespoke radar
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(Polarad79) used in this work. The predicted noise-hitting ranges of asphalt, grass, and

class “objects” for these different radar systems are shown in Fig. 6.5, meaningful

segmentation is only expected up to these ranges.

Fig. 6.4 The predicted return power level of various areas and the noise floor hitting
ranges.

Fig. 6.5 The predicted noise floor hitting ranges of various classes as a function of the
dynamic range of the radar system.

There are two ways to increase the meaningful range for image segmentation of

automotive radar maps. One straightforward way is to increase the transmitted power

or the antenna gain of the radar system, which is challenging due to the regulation of
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the power flux density of the signals. Another way is to improve the noise performance

of the radar receiver.

6.3 Single Frame Segmentation of the E2E Segmenta-

tion

Fig. 6.6 Block diagrams of algorithm in Chapter 5 and the E2E segmentation.

In this section, we describe improvements to the single frame segmentation from

Chapter 5, reformulated as a two-step segmentation process which then fit into the

F2FA process discussed in the next section. Compared with the previous method

in Chapter 5, the differences of single frame segmentation are 1) use B-scope radar

map as the input into segmentation instead of PPI map; 2) use Canny-edge detection

for pre-segmentation instead of WT; 3) use a two-step segmentation process, which

includes the segmentation of higher contrast areas (first step) and then of lower contrast

areas (second step). We would like to stress that contrast here indicates the intensity

difference of areas when regarding radar map as RGB imagery, based on which Canny
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edge detection can segment areas of grass and objects from the remaining background

of asphalt and shadows.

Fig. 6.6 shows the block diagrams of the single frame segmentation proposed in

Chapter 5 and the E2E segmentation developed, which includes single frame segmenta-

tion and F2FA.

6.3.1 Step 1-Segmentation of Areas with High Power Return

The first step of region classification includes pre-segmentation based on Canny-edge

detection and region classification of high-power return classes. In the WT used for

pre-segmentation in Chapter 5, the threshold used for producing binary images needs to

be set manually to balance under- and over-segmentation between areas due to different

color scales between frames. So Canny edge-detection is preferable in the further study

in this chapter as it can detect the edges between areas with high contrast automatically,

and the Otsu method threshold level is automatically determined [130] to improve the

robustness of the pre-segmentation. An example of a pre-segmentation result, where

contours of areas with higher power return are clearly visible is presented in Fig. 6.7

(a).

Additional size measure is implemented on ROIs produced by Canny edge detection

to reduce the over- and under-segmentation automatically. The ROIs are divided

into three groups by area size: small regions (SRs) which might be a result of over-

segmentation, general regions (GRs), and large regions (LRs) which might be the

merged areas. Two thresholds (tSR and tLR), for defining SRs and LRs, are set based on

the following considerations: (i) tSR is determined by the number of resolution cells

occupied by areas smaller than a signpost, as these areas are mostly over-segmented.

These kinds of areas are merged into the surrounding region for classification. (ii) tLR is

determined by the number of resolution cells occupied by areas larger than the typical

size of vehicles as they have a higher chance to be the under-segmented areas containing
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grass and objects. For these areas, an additional operation of Canny edge detection is

applied to determine if the region is merged and whether it can be further subdivided.

Then ROIs are classified based on the MGD classifier developed in Chapter 5.

Fig. 6.7 (a) The result of pre-segmentation based on Canny edge detection; (b) The
result after the classification of high-power return regions produced in pre-segmentation;
(c) The result after segmentation of the remaining background which is mostly asphalt
and shadows; (d) The optical imagery corresponds to the radar detected scene.

The classification result obtained from the first step of segmentation is shown in

Fig. 6.7(b), which produces the labeled mask of high power return areas which are

mostly grass and objects. The unknown areas are shown in white which shows low

bias to any area classes. E.g. the “unknown” marked by the red bounding box in Fig.

6.7(b) is bushes whose distribution features show low bias to either objects or grass.

The identification of “unknown” is based on the pso f t obtained from MGD classifier as

described in [126] that areas with pso f t less than a certain threshold tu is recognized as

“unknown” in the current stage.
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The value of tu is finetuned by balancing the percentage of unknown areas and the

precision of segmentation which is calculated as:

P =
Tp

Tp +Fp
(6.6)

Here Tp is the number of true positives and Fp is the number of false positives. Fig.

6.8 shows the estimated mean precision values of various areas and the percentages

of “unknown” areas obtained when increasing tu. The x-axis is the threshold bias tbias

which has the relationship with tu as t = 1
Nclass

+ tbias ×10−5, where Nclass is the number

of considered area classes and Nclass = 3 in our case. As expected, the percentage

of “unknown” area approaches to linear increase, and the precision improvement

achieved by increasing tu is limited at some point, which also means the limitation of

performance improvement at the stage of single frame segmentation. The unknown

regions are considered to be improved using context-based information through F2FA

as described in section 6.4.

Fig. 6.8 The estimated mean precisions of segmentation results and percentages of
unknown areas as function of threshold bias tbias.
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6.3.2 Step 2-Segmentation of Remaining Low Contrast Background

The segmentation of lower contrast areas of asphalt and shadows is shown in Fig. 6.7

(c), which is dealt with in the second step.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.9 (a) The Weibull scale parameters of various areas extracted from the uncali-
brated data; (b) The estimated JSC values over different indexes of threshold arrays
obtained based on the validation dataset.

Let us stress again the difference between shadow and other classes by looking

at their distribution feature parameters, as discussed in Chapter 5. The Weibull scale

factor, λ , of shadow areas exhibits a different trend with range compared to that of other

classes, as shown in Fig. 6.9(a). Shadow may be understood as the receiver noise with

little or no change in distribution parameters, evidenced by nearly constant λ .

In the second step of segmentation, shadows are separated through thresholding

within the remaining low-contrast areas. ROIs under test are generated by a sliding

window, whose size is sufficient to make a meaningful estimation of the distribution

of samples within and estimate the scale factor, λ . The window size of 30× 30 is

used here. The shadow threshold values ts to be used, are determined from the feature

parameters extracted from the training data at different ranges. Areas with λ < ts, are

classified as shadows, otherwise, they will be labelled as “asphalt”.
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As shown in Fig. 6.9(a), thresholds for different range groups, are assumed to be

between [λsha,λasp], where λsha is the scale parameter of shadows and λasp is the scale

parameter of asphalt at different ranges. To find the set of optimum threshold values,

we equally divide the space between [λsha,λasp] into arrays of threshold levels [ti]i=1...n,

which are represented as black lines in Fig. 6.9(a), with indexes of [1,2. . .n]; n is the

number of levels and n = 10 here. The estimated JSC values are plotted as function of

the index of threshold arrays as shown in Fig. 6.9(b). The optimized threshold array t4

is obtained by searching for which gives the best classification performance (highest

average JSC value) based on the practical estimation.

6.4 Frame-to-frame Association

Fig. 6.10 The overlapping relationship between continuous frames in the scene detection
of automotive radar.
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F2FA is used to improve and extend classification performance based on context

information from a sequence of segmented radar maps. As an illustrative example, Fig.

6.10 shows a set of four consecutive radar maps which we call the last frame as the

current frame (CF) and three preceding as previous frame 1 (PF1), PF2 and PF3. The

overlap regions between CF and PF1-PF3 are annotated as OR1, OR2, and OR3 in Fig.

6.10 so that the OR3 region in CF can be classified using information from all four

consecutive frames.

6.4.1 Methodology of F2FA

Estimation on the Overlap Ratio of Radar Detected Scene

We need to know the overlap ratios between the CF and PFs so that we can estimate the

number of PFs which can be tracked and utilized for F2FA.

The overlap ratios of a series of radar frames are defined by a number of factors,

such as driving speed, trajectory, radar frame rate (number of frames per second), and

the maximum detection range of the radar map. Here we estimate the relationship

between overlap ratio, vehicle speed, and frame rate in different trajectories with a

constant detection range.

Fig. 6.11 The layout of three kinds of driving scenarios.

Three driving scenarios are considered in Fig. 6.11: moving straight, turning right,

and turning left. The mapped field of View (FoV) of 90◦ in azimuth and a range of
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5-25 m corresponding to two consecutive frames (CF and PF) are shown as sectors

filled in red and green. The overlap ratio of the image frames, which is filled in blue, is

calculated by:

Polr =
Aoa

A f rame
(6.7)

where Aoa is the area of the overlap region and A f rame is the area of a single frame.

Under all equal conditions (speed, radar frame rate), Polr is the same for either turning

left or right, so we will consider this as one driving scenario called “cornering”.

Fig. 6.12 The overlap ratios between CF and PFs versus vehicle velocity (km/h) and
frame rate (n/s). (a1)-(a4) are going straight; (b1)-(b4) are cornering under the radius of
10 m; (c1)-(c4) are cornering under the radius of 20 m; (d1)-(d4) are cornering under
the radius of 40 m.

Fig. 6.12 shows a “heatmap” of calculated Polr as a function of frame rate (vertical

axis) and vehicle speed (horizontal axis) for straight (Fig. 6.12 (a)) and cornering (Fig.
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6.12 (b)-(d)) scenarios. When the host vehicle is driving straight, the overlap ratio

between adjacent frames only depends on frame rate and vehicle speed, but in the case

of cornering Polr it also depends on angular velocity, ω = υ

r , where υ is the linear

velocity and r is the cornering radius. The cornering conditions with different radius

values of 10 m, 20 m, and 40 m are presented in Fig. 6.12 (b), (c), and (d), respectively.

Due to the low frame rate of our experimental radar, 1 frame/s, the speed of the

vehicle in the experiments was chosen to be low, around of 6 m/s, to allow frame overlap.

Modern MIMO automotive radar can provide frame rates of tens of frames per second,

for example, using a sweep time of 102.4 µs and 4 Tx elements, the ’INRAS’ radar

[131] has a frame rate of 76 frame/s, which can provide enough overlap for F2FA even

at higher driving speeds.

The overlap ratios of recorded four consecutive PFs are larger than 0.5, so half of

the initial range will be assessed in all 4 frames for F2FA. In the case of cornering, the

decrease of the cornering radius leads to the decrease of overlap while increasing the

radius is similar to straight movement.

Image Registration based on Affine Transformation

The movement of the vehicle assumes a shift of the scene mapping from frame to

frame and therefore the relationship between pixels in consecutive frames needs to be

established so that the same image regions will be correctly associated.

Ideally, exact positioning and velocity can be estimated by the use of time-stamped

IMU and GPS, and the frame registration can be achieved by tracking the corresponding

regions accordingly. This method is presented in our previous work in [132]. However,

the real-time driving information is not available in the dataset utilized in this study due

to the absence of IMU setup when collecting the data. Therefore, the alternative solution

for coordinating the consecutive frames is proposed based on the affine transformation

(AT) method [133]. The brief idea is to calculate the AT transformation matrices
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between frames based on the manually marked-out corresponding keypoints. The

obtained matrices can represent the geometric transformation relationship between

frames, and are directly utilized for the frame registration to implement the similar

function with the real-time driving information mentioned in the ideal case.

Fig. 6.13 Scene presented in optical imagery (a) and two radar frames of the B-scope
radar map (b) PF and (c) CF. The manually selected keypoints and the example of
region projection of grass area using AT are shown.

Firstly, let us make it clear on the calculation of AT transformation matrices. Due to

the movement of the platform, the consecutive images can be distorted w.r.t each other

and such distortion can be decomposed into – scaling, translation, rotation, and shear,

which in general can be presented in operator matrix form:

pppn−1 === AAApppn +++bbb (6.8)

where pppn is the vector of coordinates of the pixel in CF (or before AT), (xn,yn). pppn−1

is the vector of coordinates of the corresponding pixel in PF (or after transformation),

(xn−1,yn−1). AAA=

 sxcos(θ) −shxsin(θ)

shysin(θ) sycos(θ)

 is an invertible matrix where sx and sy

specify the scale factor along x axis and y axis; shx and shy specify the shear factor

along x axis and y axis, and θ specifies the angle of rotation. The vector bbb=

tx

ty


represents operator of translation where tx and ty represent the displacement along x

axis and y axis, respectively.
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The calculation of AT matrices is considered as a backward procedure as we are

going to learn the matrices of AAA and bbb based on the manually marked corresponding

coordinates of pppn−1 and pppn. Therefore, to establish AT matrices, three groups of

corresponding keypoints are extracted manually as shown in Fig. 6.13, which are (a, a1,

a2-stationary vehicle), (b, b1, b2-lamp post), and (c, c1, c2-another stationary vehicle).

When introducing the coordinate values of three keypoints in Eq. 6.8, the vector

format of the combined equations can be represented as:

MMMPF = MMMCFEEE (6.9)

⇒



xa,1

ya,1

xb,1

yb,1

xc,1

yc,1


=



xa,2 ya,2 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 xa,2 ya,2 1

xb,2 yb,2 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 xb,2 yb,2 1

xc,2 yc,2 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 xc,2 yc,2 1





sxcos(θ)

−shxsin(θ)

tx

shysin(θ)

sycos(θ)

ty


(6.10)

where coordinates of each keypoint j in i-th frame is presented as [x j,i,y j,i]
i=1,2
j=a,b,c,

i = 1 represents the coordinates of PF and i = 2 represents the coordinates of CF. The

least-squares solution of vector EEE, which includes the six entities of AAA and bbb, can be

determined as [134]:

EEE = [MMMT
CFMMMCF ]

−1MMMT
CFMMMPF (6.11)

The calculated AT matrices are recorded and synchronized with our consecutive

radar frames for frame registration. The frame registration is considered as a forward

procedure as the regions in PF (pppn−1) are tracked based on the coordinates of regions in

CF (pppnnn) and the calculated AT matrices using Eq. 6.8.
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To show the result of this forward procedure, we present one example of frame

registration that the pink colored mask in Fig. 6.13 (b), the PF, is projected from the

grass-contoured region with a white box in Fig. 6.13 (c), the CF. The AT transformed

area demonstrates very good correspondence of practical grass region in PF.

This method aims at achieving the geometric transformation between consecutive

frames, which is not limited to the method of AT. The AT matrices are recorded as

the external input to the end-to-end segmentation algorithm. Therefore, the automatic

segmentation procedure will not be interrupted by this manual keypoint selection.

6.4.2 MTI using F2FA

In our dataset, mainly three kinds of moving objects are observed: vehicles, pedestrians

and bicycles. By considering the overlap of classified object regions in consecutive

image frames, image-based MTI can be performed to distinguish stationary and moving

objects.

Fig. 6.14 shows the expected difference between stationary and moving objects in

image registration, where (a) and (d) are the ground truth optical imagery, (b) and (c)

are the consecutive manually labeled radar maps with the projected region of stationary

objects, (e) and (f) are the consecutive manually labeled radar maps with the projected

region of moving objects. The highlighted object regions in (b) are projected onto the

PF (c), based on the assumption that they are stationary, and are highlighted by a pink

semi-transparent mask in (c). Their position and shape coincide with the labelled region

of the parked car in (c), labeled as yellow, indicating they are stationary objects. In

contrast, in Fig. 6.14 (e), and (f), the projected region of a moving car is displaced from

its observed position (red box in (f)) in the PF, which indicates that it moves and the

size of overlap area will lead to estimation of its speed.
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Fig. 6.14 (a) Optical imagery of (b); (b) Manually labeled CF with stationary vehicles;
(c) Manually labeled PF with projected region; (d) Optical imagery of (e); (e) Manually
labeled CF with moving vehicle; (f) Manually labeled PF with projected region.

In order to classify the moving and stationary objects, we need to determine the

characteristic overlaps for them, and this is calculated by the ratio of overlap between

the projected region and the manually labeled region in PFs as:

OLPFi =
Pml

i
Ppr

i
(6.12)

where Ppr
i is the number of pixels of the projected region, and Pml

i is the number of

pixels of manually labeled object class in the projected region. The overlap ratio of

moving and stationary objects in consecutive PFs are estimated using the manually

labeled training dataset and are plotted as red and blue lines in Fig. 6.15. As expected,

the overlap ratio of moving objects approaches zero, and the overlap ratio of stationary

objects is higher over PFs. The decreased trend of stationary overlap ratio is due to

two effects, the first being the position offset error introduced in the image registration

process and the second being the various cross-range resolution over ranges that changes
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the number of radar cells occupied by the specific object in different ranges. In principle,

MTI can be achieved based on the differences in overlap ratios.

Fig. 6.15 The estimated and measured overlap ratios of moving and stationary objects
over CF and PFs.

One discussion regarding the gap between predicted and measured values of sta-

tionary objects needs to be stressed here. This gap is because the predicted values are

the average of various conditions which take into account the objects that are difficult

to be projected using geometric transformation. E.g. the signpost in the cornering

scenarios is difficult to track due to the small size. However, the presented example

of measured overlap ratio is close to the ideal case (approaches to 1) as it is obtained

by tracking a big vehicle target when the host vehicle is driving straightforwardly (the

scenario will be discussed in the following in Fig. 6.16). This gap has no effect on the

binary classification problem to distinguish moving and stationary objects. According

to the method discussed below, the under-estimated stationary object can be correctly

classified as stationary since it has a similar feature to "Stationary (predicted)" than

"Moving (predicted)".

In the next, we will use a test dataset for the automatic assessment of overlaps and

evaluate the similarity between estimated and measured overlaps. The classification

of moving and stationary objects is achieved by comparing the measured overlap
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ratio, which is obtained from consecutive segmented radar maps, and the estimated

overlap ratios of OLmov = [OLmov
PF1, ...,OLmov

PFn] and OLsta = [OLsta
PF1, ...,OLsta

PFn], which

are obtained from manually labeled radar maps.

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6.16 (a) The projected regions utilized for the overlap ratio estimation of the
stationary object. (b) The projected regions utilized for the overlap ratio estimation of
moving objects. (c) The optical imagery of (a). (d) The optical imagery of (b).

Fig. 6.16 shows the snapshots of consecutive segmented radar frames with both

moving and stationary objects. The object being tracked in the CF is labeled as solid

red, and the projected regions are highlighted by a pink semi-transparent mask in the

PFs. The projected region of the stationary object is consistent with the segmented

stationary object as shown in Fig. 6.16(a), and the projected region in Fig. 6.16(b)

displaces with the moving vehicle.
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For each object being tracked, the measured overlap ratios between projected regions

and segmented objects can be obtained as OLmeas = [OLmeas
PF1 , ...,OLmeas

PFn ], where n is the

number of PFs utilized for estimating overlap ratios and each item can be calculated as:

OLmeas
PFi =

Pseg
i

Ppr
i

(6.13)

Here Pmeas
i is the number of pixels segmented as object in the projected region.

Therefore, discrimination of moving and stationary object can be achieved by calculating

the similarity between measured and estimated overlap ratios as follows:

Simov =
1√

(OLmeas −OLmov)2
,Sista =

1√
(OLmeas −OLsta)2

(6.14)

where Simov and Sista are the overlap similarities of moving and stationary objects

respectively. The class with a higher similarity value is indicated as the object class.

The examples of OLmeas obtained from stationary and moving objects are plotted as

dashed black and green lines in Fig. 6.15 to compare with the estimated values.

We would like to stress here that the number of considered PFs depends on the

vehicle speed and frame rate. For the lowest urban speed of 5 m/s, detection range of 25

m, and frame rate of 1 f/s, we consider 3 frames as the lowest estimation and 5 frames

as the highest estimation here.

6.4.3 Segmentation Promotion based on F2FA

The confidence of segmentation results may be improved by context-based information

obtained from the F2FA process. F2FA is utilized to aid in determining the “unknown”

class regions produced in single-frame segmentation. The block diagram of this pro-

cedure is presented in Fig. 6.17. The “unknown area” is the sloping grass area shown

in the ground truth optical imagery, as the feature approaches both objects and grass.

For each region assigned as “unknown” in the single frame segmentation, the region
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is projected back into PFs. The overlap ratios of the projected region are calculated

using a similar method to Eq. 6.13, and are represented as [ri
a,r

i
g,r

i
o]

i=1,...,5 in Fig. 6.17.

Here the subscripts of a,g,o here represent the classes of asphalt, grass and objects, and

the superscripts of i = 1, ...,5 represent the number of PFs under tracked from 1 to 5.

This is the information contributed by PFs to identify the ‘unknown”. Additionally, the

contribution from CF is represented as r0 = [r0
a,r

0
g,r

0
o] in Fig. 6.17, which is obtained

by assigning the area class with the highest possibility of MGD classifier [126] as

"1" and the other areas as “0”. Both information contributed from CF and PFs are

weighted equally for calculating the overall overlap ratio: [ra,rg,ro] = ∑
5
i=0[r

i
a,r

i
g,r

i
o].

The “unknown” area is identified as the area class with the biggest overlap.

Fig. 6.17 The block diagram of improving segmentation performance by determining
the “unknown area” based on F2FA and the corresponding optical imagery.

We would like to stress here that only the segmentation of stationary regions can be

improved using F2FA. The moving objects are considered as the special case in this
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stage as context-based information is meaningless to objects with changing positions.

For the “unknown area” whose CF information is r0 = [0,0,1] and the overlap ratio

approaches to the estimated overlap ratio of OLmoving, they are determined as moving

objects which is similar to the procedure stated in Section 6.4.2.

6.5 Results of the End-to-end Segmentation

In this section, we discuss the segmentation results obtained from the end-to-end

segmentation algorithm. Both results of the end-to-end segmentation before and after

MTI are analyzed and compared based on the ground truth optical imagery of the scene.

6.5.1 Improvement of Segmentation Performance after using the

End-to-end Segmentation Algorithm.

Let us compare the Jaccard similarity coefficients (JSCs) of segmentation results ob-

tained from the end-to-end segmentation discussed in this study, and the algorithm

proposed in [126] to see the improvements. Both JSCs of segmentation results are

given in Table 6.3. The definition of JSC estimation has been given in our previous

publication [126] as:

JSC =
A f s ∩Alabel

Alabel
(6.15)

Here, A f s is the number of correctly classified pixels overlapping with the labeled

data regions of that class, and Alabel is the total number of pixels of the corresponding

class in the labeled data. As shown in Table 6.3, the JSC estimation of grass and objects

has been significantly improved after the implementation of the E2E segmentation.

After understanding the improvement on performance mathematically, let us com-

pare the segmentation results obtained from the two methods visually.
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Table 6.3 Comparison between previously published JSCs and the updated JSCs of the
E2E

Classes Asphalt Grass Shadows Objects
JSC in [126] 0.81 0.64 0.79 0.64
JSC of E2E 0.82 0.85 0.80 0.84

Fig. 6.18 First example of segmentation result of the end-to-end segmentation algorithm
and comparison with the previous method in Chapter 5. (a) is the PPI radar map; (b)
is the corresponding optical imagery. (c) is the input B-scope radar map; (d) is the
manually labeled map; (e) is the segmented PPI map obtained from the method in
Chapter 5; (f) is the segmented PPI map obtained by the end-to-end segmentation.

Two frames of segmented radar map obtained from the end-to-end segmentation

and algorithm in [126] are presented in Fig. 6.18 and 6.19, respectively. The end-to-end

segmentation is with the input of B-scope radar maps (as presented in Figs. 6.18(c) and

6.19(c)) and output of segmented B-scope radar maps which can improve the procedure

of coordinate transformation as discussed in Section 6.2.1. To allow better visualization
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and to compare with the previous segmentation results on PPI maps [126] (shown in

Figs. 6.18(e) and 6.19(e)), the B-scope maps are transformed into PPI maps as presented

in Figs. 6.18(f) and 6.19(f).

Fig. 6.19 Second example of segmentation results. (The caption representations are the
same as Fig. 6.18).

White boxes in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 show areas of visible improvement. Over-

segmentation has been reduced by using two-step segmentation. E.g. the over-

segmentation produced on object area might involve the confused grass area as shown

in instances of C1 and C2 in Fig. 6.18(e) and C3 in Fig. 6.19(e). It has been improved in

the results shown in Fig. 6.18(f) and Fig. 6.19(f) which are produced by the end-to-end

segmentation. The ghost object areas of N1 and N2 in Fig. 6.19(e), which is produced

by over-segmentation, have been improved. Additionally, the bush area of B is correctly
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identified as objects in Fig. 6.18(f), which has been confused with the grass area in Fig.

6.18(e).

A more robust classification of shadows has been achieved after using the threshold

sliding window to segment the remaining background in the second step of segmentation.

For example, the shadow area of S3 in Fig. 6.18(f) has been properly separated in the

end-to-end segmentation result, but wrongly classified as asphalt in the segmentation

result shown in Fig. 6.18(e). This can be explained as: the areas of shadows and

asphalt which have low contrast cannot be easily segmented by WT. The utilization

of sliding windows has addressed this problem properly. The F2FA in the end-to-end

segmentation algorithm has significantly improved the segmentation results that most

of the “unknown areas” have been correctly identified in Fig. 6.18(f) and Fig. 6.19(f).

6.5.2 Analysis on the Results after MTI based on F2FA.

Here, we would like to discuss the MTI results by tracking the moving and stationary

objects in six consecutive frames as shown in Fig. 6.20. All the sub-figures in the

following discussion indicate Fig. 6.20 without special emphasis. Here, (a1)-(a6) are

the ground truth optical imagery, (b1)-(b6) are the radar PPI radar maps, and (c1)-(c6)

are the segmented PPI maps after MTI. The timeline of consecutive frames is from F6

to F1 that F1 in the first column is the last frame and all other frames with larger frame

numbers can be considered as PFs which serve the MTI of F1.

The stationary objects we tracked in these six frames include region A which is the

combined area of signposts and bushes, region C which is parking vehicles, and region

O1 and O2 which are the signposts.

Let us see the trajectory of region A from (c1) to (c6): The stationary objects in

region A are correctly classified as stationary targets in (c1)-(c3), but blocked by the

moving vehicle of region D in (c4) in the radar detection. In (c5) and (c6), region A

is not considered for MTI since the area at this longer range has out of our tracking
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scope. Then, for the trajectory of object C, it has been correctly classified as stationary

in (c4)-(c6) but confused as moving ones in (c2). This can also be explained as it has

been blocked by a moving vehicle (region D) in (c3), and this will deliver the wrong

information to the frames after (c2). The signposts of O1 and O2 are miss classified as

moving which are super difficult to be tracked in image registration with such small

physical size in radar maps, especially when the host vehicle is cornering.

Fig. 6.20 The segmentation results after the implementation of MTI based on F2FA.

The moving objects that showed up in the six estimated frames include the moving

pedestrian of region B and the moving vehicle of region D. Both have been correctly

classified in consecutive frames from (c1) to (c5). Object D in (c6) is out of tracking

scope again at this long range.

Additionally, the ghost moving objects of O3 and O4 are produced due to the

over-segmentation in single frame segmentation of (c2).
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Therefore, we could draw the following conclusions. Most of the objects can be

correctly identified as moving or stationary in the MTI based on F2FA. The reasons for

the confusion in MTI can be summarized as follow: 1) the confusion produced in image

registration. This especially happened on objects with small area sizes and when the

vehicle is cornering. It can be improved by conducting the region projection using real-

time driving information and GPS position; 2) the confusion produced in single frame

segmentation. This can be improved by reducing the over- and under-segmentation

in the single frame segmentation; 3) the confusion caused by the showed-up moving

targets. This might be improved by extending the detection range of radar maps, which

can help involve more frames to mitigate the random error in MTI.

6.6 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we proposed the end-to-end segmentation on the automotive radar map,

which is the extension work of in Chapter 5. The utilization of B-scope radar maps has

simplified the complicated coordinate transformation procedure between ‘raxels’ of the

PPI map and ‘cells’ of radar data, and has reduced the confusion due to unambiguous

correspondence between radar cells and pixels. The noise floor hitting ranges of various

areas are estimated to give reasonable range limitations for the implementation of image

segmentation. The region classification procedure has been developed as a two-step

segmentation which is robust and user parameter free. F2FA is proposed to achieve

MTI and determination of the ‘unknown areas’ to improve the segmentation confidence.

The segmentation performance has been significantly improved by using the end-to-

end segmentation. The JSC results of the end-to-end segmentation are estimated and

compared with previously published JSC values in Chapter 5. The JSCs of areas of grass

and objects are improved by more than 0.2 (from 0.64 to 0.84). The segmentation results

obtained by MTI based on F2FA are evaluated based on six consecutive segmented

frames. The reasons for the confusion in MTI based on F2FA are given as well to
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understand the future work in this field: 1) continue working on improving the single

frame segmentation performance; 2) collect location and real-time driving information

of the host vehicle to improve the procedure of image registration in F2FA.



Chapter 7

Contributions of Part II

In Part II, the end-to-end (E2E) segmentation algorithm for high-resolution radar im-

agery is developed based on four main blocks: 1) feature extraction for each class of

road actor/surface by assessing the statistical distribution parameters; 2) region classi-

fication based on the multi-variate Gaussian Distribution (MGD) classifier; 3) hybrid

segmentation algorithm combined with pre-segmentation and region classification. 4)

MTI using frame-to-frame association. Specific contributions related to each block are:

1) Feature extraction using statistical distributions parameters:

Contrary to traditional radar processing in which clutter is considered as an unwanted

return, we consider an arbitrary radar image as the clutter map, where the contrast

between power returns is defined by the physical nature of surfaces or objects within the

scene, represented by different clusters of distribution parameters. It has been shown

that while different specific PDFs can adequately describe returns from different classes,

one distribution can be used to highlight the contrast between different classes and

therefore be used to segment regions of different physical nature.

Indeed, various statistical distributions are widely used for estimating the features

of radar returns such as Weibull, Rayleigh, and Rice distributions. However, instead

of focusing on finding the best fit for each class, our study looked at finding the one

providing the highest contrast among classes. The contrast between distribution feature
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parameters is for the first time being considered as the input feature for achieving the

region classification on automotive radar images.

2) Region classification based on the MGD classifier:

MGD is an algorithm used in unsupervised anomaly detection in machine learning.

In this study, this algorithm has been adopted in a totally new application field for

achieving the region classification of the radar image. The region classification is

achieved based on the extracted feature parameters and the proposed novel MGD

classifier with high accuracy performance.

3) The hybrid segmentation algorithm combined with pre-segmentation and region

classification:

The hybrid segmentation method is developed in the remote sensing field for seg-

menting SAR imagery before. The traditional image processing methods cooperating

with the proposed MGD classifier make the hybrid segmentation algorithm to be utilized

in the new field of automotive image segmentation. The novel full scene E2E segmenta-

tion framework is developed on automotive radar images with accurate segmentation

performance.

4) MTI using frame-to-frame association:

The typical method for achieving MTI is by tracking moving objects using Doppler

information. However, this part of research considers the feature of the percentage of

the overlap region between consecutive frames for classifying the moving and stationary

objects. The image registration approach of affine transformation is utilized for mapping

the corresponding regions between frames. The overlap percentage feature of objects

is calculated based on the segmentation results of individual frames. This method

provides an alternative solution for MTI, which fits the application scenario when

Doppler information is not available in the specific high-resolution radar image data.



Chapter 8

Future Work

In this thesis, two parts of research toward the development of high-resolution automo-

tive imaging radar are conducted: transmissivity of Low-THz signal through vehicle

infrastructure, and full scene segmentation on automotive radar imagery. The conclu-

sions have already been stated in the corresponding chapters, and the novelties have

been outlined in the contributions for each part. Here, we would like to discuss the

future works which are important for further development.

While transmissivity of vehicle infrastructures is well understood and modelled,

reflectivity is also the key property that needs to be learned due to the following reasons:

1) Reflectivity from the vehicle infrastructures can increase the phase noise level of

the receiver. 2) Scattering and the multiple reflections between the radar and the

vehicle components may lead to an incorrect estimation of the direction of arrival of the

return signal from a target. Chapter 2 shows the theoretical modeling of reflectivity of

automotive bumpers and headlight covers in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, which are obtained

based on the measured complex permittivity values of substrate materials of vehicle

components and various automotive paints. However, the experimental verification

of reflectivity has not been studied yet due to the limitation of the experimental setup.

Further experimental measurement needs to be conducted to understand the influence

of reflectivity on the performance of automotive radar systems.
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In Part II, for the first time, the end-to-end segmentation on automotive radar

imagery has been developed, which is a robust automatic method to achieve the full

scene segmentation with the classification of road actors. Additionally, we achieved the

effectively MTI based on frame-to-frame association of consecutive radar frames. The

further challenges that need to be addressed are as follows.

• The performance of single frame segmentation needs to be improved, which de-

pends on the results of pre-segmentation obtained from the image processing meth-

ods, as well as the performance of region classification. The pre-segmentation

has been explored using methods of watershed transformation and Canny-edge

detection in this thesis. However, the produced over- and under-segmented re-

gions still need to be improved by involving promoted methods to obtain better

segmentation results.

• The input features for region classification are currently statistical feature param-

eters of Weibull distribution obtained from both uncalibrated and calibrated radar

data. The performance of region classification can be improved by increasing the

number of features, such as involving parameters of other distributions and phase

information of the radar data.

The objects class considered currently is a general class which includes all types of

obstacles contained by the driving scene, such as buildings, vehicles, pedestrians,

and signposts. The promoted classification strategy needs to be developed to

identify different types of objects and to give better classification performance.

• The MTI of the automotive radar map is implemented based on the frame-to-

frame association approach, which achieves region tracking between consecutive

frames using image registration approach. For future work, utilizing the real-time

driving information provided by IMU systems as well as the precise position
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information given by the GPS systems are considered to be the straightforward

way to complete the MTI without any human intervention.

• The proposed image segmentation algorithm is implemented and validated based

on the dataset collected by the mechanical steered FMCW radar. The universality

of the segmentation framework needs to be estimated in the future by implement-

ing on the various high-resolution automotive radar maps produced by different

beamforming strategies, such as the MIMO Doppler beam sharpening (DBS)

maps.
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